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In the course curricula of Anatolian Imam Hatip
High Schools, basic philosophy and educational approach
in general educational system of Our Ministry of National
Education are taken as bases. Within The National Education
Basic Law (dated:1973, no:1739) and The Law (dated:2012,
no:6287); courses on Basic Islamology have been instructed
along with courses on science, social science, language,
sports, arts and culture at our schools.
In our Imam Hatip Schools, the syllabi that aim at
making our students gain the right faith, the right knowledge,
the right thought and the right behaviour have been applied.
In these programmes – conducted under the auspices and the
supervision of our State – Quran and Sunnah, the two basic
sources of Islam, are taken as references. Basic Islamologyconsidering its traditional features- is instructed through
modern methods, with an approach that can meet the needs
of our era. This approach makes the graduates recognize
the world and the society and it contributes raising them as
ideal individuals. Laboratories are utilized for science and
foreign language education; information technologies and
modern educational tools are used at our schools. In schools
that have proper conditions, special language classes are
formed and the students are sent abroad in order to improve
their foreign language skills.
Syllabus diversity has been allowed in Anatolian
Imam Hatip High Schools in order to raise the students in
the direction of their interests, abilities and talents. Through

syllabus diversity, readiness of the students – who will
continue their university lives – is provided in the ields of
sciences, social sciences, theology, language, arts and sports.
For this purpose, besides Anatolian Imam Hatip High
Schools;
• Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools at which
Language Project with Preparatory Classes is applied,
• Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools at which Sciences
and Social Sciences Programme/Project is applied,
• Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools at which Haiz
Students are instructed,
• Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools at which
Classical/Modern Arts, Music and Sports Programme/
Project is Applied,
• International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools
have been established.
Syllabus Diversity that is supported within “2023
Vision Document”, prepared by Our Ministry of National
Education, has been applied in our imam hatip schools
since 2014. Today, syllabi diversity has been applied at
approximately 400 schools of us.
By the booklet called “Syllabi Diversity at
Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools” that we’ve
prepared; general structure, objectives, applicational
principles, diferent aspects and curricula of our schools
are introduced. I wish this study will be useful for our
educational community and our valuable students who are
the guarantee of our future.
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INTRODUCTION
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Imam Hatip Schools are among our deep-rooted institutions that have been affiliated to The Ministry of National Education in general
secondary education system. These institutions have been established based on The Law of Unification of Education (dated: 3rd.of
March, 1924). Imam Hatip Schools of today have been established officially after the approval of Decision of Directors Commission
(dated: 10. 13th. 1951, no:601) on 17th.of October,1951 – by Tevfik İleri who was the Minister of National Education of that period. Still,
within the scope of National Education Basic Law (dated:1973, no:1739) and The Law (dated:2012, no:6287), the courses on Basic
Islamology have been instructed along with science, social science, language, sports, arts and culture courses in our schools.
Besides this, in order to provide facilities for students to improve themselves in a field they prefer “Syllabi Diversity” application has
been conducted at Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools. Through Syllabi Diversity, our students have been supported in both selfdevelopment and preparation for university by having more intensive training in the fields of science, social sciences, theology, hafiz
training, foreign language, arts or sports.
Within the context of “2023 Vision Document” prepared by Our Ministry of National Education, syllabi diversity is supported and
disseminated throughout our country. (Syllabi diversity at Imam Hatip Schools will be protected and synchronised with the flexible,
modular structure in general secondary education).

Rapidly improved Syllabi Diversity – that has been applied since 2014
by Directorate General for Religious Teaching – is being conducted
at our approximately 400 schools today. Accordingly, in order to
support our students (who are instructed in Anatolian Imam Hatip
High Schools and interested in social/physical sciences at the same
time) in improving them in line with their abilities and in order to
develop their rational, analytical thinking skills – Anatolian Imam
Hatip High Schools that apply Sciences /Social sciences Project/
Programme have been established.
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Our Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools that have Foreign Language Preparatory Classes
are present for developing humanitarian, scientific, economic relations with the countries
in which Arabic, English, Spanish, Russian, German, etc. are spoken; contributing to train
staff needed in the studies and services of national and international institutions and
organizations; raising successful students who have high level foreign language skills and
academic knowledge.
AIHHSs at which Hafiz Students are Instructed have been established in order to raise
qualified individuals in the field of Islamic sciences, religious education and religious
services; to improve hafiz qualifications of hafiz students; to contribute to the development
of language skills of the students; and at the same time, to facilitate students’ individual
and vocational developments through social, cultural, artistic and sportive activities.
AIHHSs at which Classical/Modern Arts, Music and Sports Programme/Project is Applied
– are present for the students who are interested in arts and sports and who train and
prepare themselves in these fields for the future.
The general structure, objectives, codes of practice, different aspects, educational syllabi
and the comparison of these syllabi with other programme/project schools’, the facilities
for students and teachers at our schools and the achievements of our schools are briefly
explained in Syllabus Diversity at Anatolian Imam Hatip Schools booklet.

ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS
AT WHICH LANGUAGE PROJECT WITH
PREPARATORY CLASS IS APPLIED

OUR GENERAL OBJECTIVES
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
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To provide language education at international level for
our students in addition to the courses on science and
social sciences, basic Islamology,
To contribute to raise individuals who have solved foreign
language problem in our country and to improve our students’
foreign language on the axis of Arabic, English, German, Spanish and
Russian at Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools,
To raise our students as individuals who have national and spiritual values, who
know different cultures, who have knowledge and culture at international level, who
realize socio-economical developments, who can establish social relationships with Islamic world
and Muslim societies,
To perform foreign language instruction through the model practices abroad,
To support our students in following the developments in the world, current scientific improvements and important subjects at
international level.

6. To raise them as individuals who can produce values for humanity and
society; who read, think, discuss; who have improved social relations;
who can produce solutions for the problems encountered among
individuals, groups or communities; who are self-confident and who
rely on their own values; who have leadership skills; and who have
universal values.
7. To contribute raising a youth who have a grasp of their country and
geography; who can see beyond the boundaries and who think; and
who have broad vision.
8. In the direction of our students’ interests and abilities – to contribute
raising them as individuals who are more equipped, who have high
self-confidence and who are aware of the values of their own
civilization; and to prepare them for higher education.
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BASIC FEATURES OF OUR SCHOOLS
1.

One of the languages of Arabic, English, German, Spanish or Russian is instructed as first foreign language for one year
in the preparatory class of our Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools that Apply Language Project with Preparatory Class.
Duration of education at our schools is five (5) years.
2. The students are gotten accepted into these schools according to the quota determined via the system of Transition from
Primary to Secondary Education and score superiority.
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3. Academic Consultancy Boards are formed at our schools considering
the 17th. article of The Code of MONE Educational Institutions
That Apply Special Programme and Project and cooperations are
provieded with universities in activities and studies.
4. In preparatory classes the first foreign language is instructed for
20 course hours, the second foreign language is instructed for 7
hours. Also, there are courses such as Turkish (3), Maths (3), Quran
(4), Physical Education and Sports (2), Counselling (1).

5. Within the bounds of possibility, there are “Language Project Rooms” apart
from group teachers’ rooms at our schools. Relevant branch teachers,
language coordinators, consultant academicians and students study in
these rooms.
6. Besides their mother tongue, our students are brought in the skills of
reading, writing, understanding and speaking in a foreign language.
7. Through education and supporting courses, students are supported in
field-course-oriented courses. These are carried out in week days and at
the weekends.
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8. Summer programmes are conducted for our students at the end of the academic years. Duration of summer programmes are at least
3 weeks and language education support is provided by foreign national teachers besides the seminars in the programme. Later on our
successful students are sent for training for a while to the country in which the language they’ve learnt in preparatory class is spoken.
9. Socio-cultural activities that enable discovering the students’ abilities
and the activities on the subjects in which they are interested –in the fields
of science/social sciences and arts –are performed at schools that apply
Language Project.
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10. In order to improve our students’ skills of foreign language, foreign language training activities are done in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Jordan,
Sudan, England, Kosovo. In the scope of foreign language training - at international level - MUN (Model United Nations) and International
Model Organization of Islamic Cooperation Summit (BEYMOIC’18) are held for students. Model United Nations (MUN) meetings are
conferences in which the students impersonate the meeting of United Nations as to form and substance. Its native language is English.
Opinion sharing of students in consideration of specific agenda items is targeted at BM councils and committees. Committees such as
Security Council, Economic and Social Council, Disarmament Commission amongst our students. Each student becomes a delegate of a
country and makes investigation and prepares speech about the country he/she represents at these committees. Participants present
the resolutions they’ve prepared to the UN General Assembly at the end of the programme. In this way our students produce solution
ways for global problems on the agenda of the world.
BEYMOIC’18 is held in Arabic. Through BEYMOIC’18, raising the awareness of the participants for the problems of the world and the
Islamic world by being in international political discussions via International Model Organization of Islamic Cooperation Summit; to
enable our students to represent their culture, to present solution offers within the frame of the country policy they represent and to
improve their mastery in foreign language are targeted..
11. In most of our schools, foreign national teachers work - from the countries in which the language instructed as first foreign language
is spoken as native language.
12. At demanding schools of us, in addition to language project, science and social sciences programme can be applied as from the 9th. 15
grades.

APPLICATION
1. Constitution of Consultative Committees
A consultative committee is formed consisting of faculty members and academicians – who can mentor and contribute to the project
– from the Departments of Arabic/English/German/Spanish/Russian Teaching; Arabic/English/German/Spanish/Russian Translation and
Interpreting Departments; Arabic Language and Literature Department (of Faculties of Divinity); notably the Departments of Arabic/English/
German/Spanish/Russian Language and Literature – in the cities of our schools.

2. Parent Support
Within the scope of the project, written documents are presented to the parents that express the programme - at the beginning of the year
and cooperations are performed with them. Orientation meetings that express the project activities comprehensively are held on the dates
determined by school administrations before the start of the training. At these meetings, the objectives and targets of foreign language
projects are indicated transparently, and all questions that can arise in minds are answered.
Support and education courses, also reinforcement trainings (minimum five weeks in summer holidays and every Saturday in school terms)
are expressed to the students and parents.
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3. Education Without Mediating Language
Within the project, training in 100% target language is definitely provided right from the start in practical and theoretical foreign
language courses. The current techniques of foreign language teaching which are modelled via the native language learning
process of a new born baby and which focus on excluding mediating/local language usage from foreign language training by being
named as “Native Language Teaching Method” ensure obtaining a more permanent and active foreign language usage.
This model is widely used in many countries in the world which have advanced educational level and model educational institutions.
Based on these realities; providing education in target language in practical and theoretical foreign language courses is important
within the project. Turkish or foreign national teachers are utilized who have lived in the countries for many years in which the target
language is spoken and who are experienced in the matter of educational methods applied for foreigners.
17

4. Common Materials
Derslerde hedef dilin anadil olarak konuşulduğu
ülkelerden, anadili Türkçe olan öğrencilerimiz için uygun
ders materyalleri kullanılır.

5. Teacher Selections and Coordinatorship System
For achievement of foreign language preparatory classes, teachers
who will instruct within the project must act through a flexible study
and educational performance, which have compatible structure with those
intensive and project-logic-fictionalized trainings. Also, for achievement of those
classes, as stated in the 8th. article of Vision Document –coordinator teacher for prep.
classes are assigned. These teachers ensure coordination and harmony in preparatory classes.
Coordinator teacher coordinates an evaluation meeting on educational process once a week and he/
she presents a comprehensive written report to the school administration monthly.
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6. Limitedness in Class Size
The population of our classes within the project trainings can’t be over 30.

7. Intensive Language Activities
Activity calendar is prepared including the activities to be done yearly at the start of the year. In harmony with the syllabus, students are
enabled to apply the acquirements actively via the studies such as theatres, homeworks, translation activities, story and poem writing,
documentary and children’s film watching, dialogues with tourists, and presentation preparation in target language. Students are encouraged
to produce written works in target language as well as possible, starting from the principle that permanence factor in foreign language
trainings is constructed on “continuity”. Thus, foreign language usage skill that proceeds in the direction of reading, speaking, understanding
and writing is motivated by aiming at the top level. That intra-extra class activities become part of syllabus is cared..
All kinds of technological developments are followed within the possibilities in foreign language education. The first virtual reality Arabic
language class is formed in Prof.Dr. Ömer Dinçer AIHHS..
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In this context, some of our schools attend internationally accepted “Toefl
Junior” exams that evaluate the English level. Kartal Anatolian Imam Hatip High
School put its signature under inernational successes in this exam.
Some of our schools provide their students Cambridge International Secondary Education Certificate (IGCSE) that address 14-16 age
range and is accepted as the proof of international academic skill and competence. Kartal AIHHS, the first state school in our country
that apply IGCSE has also obtained the authority to apply IB (International Baccalaureate) Diploma Programme. This Programme (IBDP)
is a programme designed for improving the students’ intellectual, social, emotional and physical senses by the pioneering universities
in the world..
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We can rank English contests and activities applied at our schools as follows:
Spelling Bee Contest
The contest that aims at making the students of prep. Classes spell the English alphabet and the words correctly, ensures swift
coding of words with letters.
Debate (Discussion in English)
Activity that aims at conducting debates on given subjects in English and developing English discussion skills of students – is
made as eliminations and finals in different grade levels and identifies the champions at class level.
Fake Definition Contest
It aims at writing English definitions via lesser known English words given and making students find the real definition that
is hidden within the definitions of all groups by the presenter of the contest, developing the ability of identifying words and
vocabulary.
General Knowledge Quiz
This contest which aims at asking general knowledge questions in English and answering them correctly is conducted as
eliminations and final.
Guess the Word Contest
The contest in which the words chosen
among the learnt words during the school
year are used – aims at finding the word
whose definition is given and consolidation
of vocabulary.
Whisper Challange Contest
It aims at making students guess the English
words correctly by lipreading in company
with loud music coming from earphones.
Scrabble Contest
It’s a game in which the students score by
using the seven letters on their hands, writing
words on to the table – aiming at enhancing
and consolidating vocabulary. It is applied as
intra class activity, too.
Taboo Contest
The contest – which aims at explaining the word without using the words in the list of unpermitted words while explaining the
given English words to their group friends and developing vocabulary and expression skills – is used as intraclass activity.
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8. Assessment and Evaluating
Central Common Exam is applied at the start and at the end of the school year – in order to evaluate the foreign
language level instructed in all of our schools that apply language project with preparatory class throughout our contry,
to improve language skills, and to make a more productive and efficient assessment and evaluation in this matter.
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This exam consists of three phases as written
(multiple-choice), composition and oral.
Exam questions are prepared through an
elaborative and comprehensive study. Language
coordinator teachers of each school send the
questions they’ve prepared according to the
syllabus- as a commission – to the relevant unit
in Directorate General for Religious Teaching.
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Central common exam take its final shape by a commission composed of independent faculty members assigned
by DÖGM (DGfRT). With the questions printed and distributed safely – the exams are held on the determined date,
in all schools, in trust of department managers responsible for religious teaching at provincial directorates of
national education synchronously. The exam results and analyses are sent to the schools by DÖGM (DGfRT). Thus,
common quality development is ensured in all of our schools.
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9. Educations Abroad
An intensive language programme in abroad is applied for at least six weeks within or at the end of
the second term in school year. Quality language trainings for foreigners are preferred among the
countries in which target language is spoken as native language, sister-school protocols are signed
by taking the former projects as models. Students can complete a part of the programmes abroad by
taking advantage of the opportunities of sister schools and foreign language training centers abroad.
For students who can’t go abroad, summer programmes are organized in several cities for 4 weeks.
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10. Consolidation Trainings in Summer Period
The students who get training are provided to participate summer trainings
within education and consolidation courses for at least 4 weeks in the
proper period of time for school administration in summer time. In this
period, the parts remained incomplete from the syllabus are completed,
quick revisions are performed and deficiencies are made up considering
that some basic courses will be instructed in target language next school
year. That ‘participation of the students – who have accomplished their
preparatory class, 9th.,10th. and 11th. grades – in summer programmes
is important’ is announced to the students and their parents. Thus, the
continuity of interactive educational planning involving the parents by the
school administration is ensured.
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Pursuant to the education in Arabic our
students have, they go to Sudan or Jordan
for 2 months in trust of their teachers. While
continuing their education at schools equal to
Imam Hatip High Schools there, they join in
countless scientific and social activities.
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Within the context of English and other foreign languages, summer schools and educational trips are organized for
countries such as Bosnia-Herzegovina, England, Spain, Malta, Malaysia, Macedonia and Kosovo. Besides them, in order
to enable our students – who don’t prefer summer schools abroad – to gain practical experience by developing their
language skills, students of our sister schools from different countries join our summer schools
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11. Coordination Among Project Schools
School principals and coordinator teachers have meetings in cities
determined by our Directorate General on determined days and periods
in order to provide regular and sustainable harmonization among
schools that apply same kind of foreign language educational projects,
and to carry on the conducted educational activities coordinately. Apart
from these meetings, a virtual platform is formed through which school
administrators can share their problems and questions on behalf of
providing a constant and current communication.
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12. Common Activities Among Project Schools
Common and interactive studies are performed by students and teachers through
organization of various contests and activities, hosting the guests who speak
in target language, and common theatre performances among schools. Our
students join national and international contests such as “Discussion Contest in
6 Languages”.
Discussion Contests in 6 Languages are held in Arabic, English, Spanish, German
and Russian in our schools that have preparatory language classes; also they are
held in Turkish for our foreign national students who are instructed in International
Anatolian IHHSs. Those are organized in order to support and improve our students’s
skills and abilities on reading, writing, speaking, listening and understanding – and
grammar in those languages; original idea production in different languages and
finding solutions for problems they encounter; defending different opinions via
statistical information; reasoning; setting out thesis and producing anti-thesis;
their self-confidence feelings and self-expressions in the society..
Being held in two-phased as Intra school and Turkey finals, the subjects of the
contest are announced in advance to the schools by Directorate General for
Religious Teaching. The champions of the contest are selected in Turkey final in
which all schools (that participate to compete under the same language) with
each other.
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KNOWLEDGE AND ACTIVITY CONTESTS IN ARABIC
The role of Knowledge and Activity Contests in Arabic have important role in Arabic language development of our students. Because of the fact
that Arabic is the language of Holy Quran, that It is the basis of Islamic sources and that It is a widely used language; these contests are organized
throughout our country every year in order to support Its instruction and to contribute to the students’ social and cultural development through
social, cultural and artistic activities. In this context, Arabic Knowledge, Arabic Poem Reading, Arabic Text Improvisation and Arabic Calligraphy
Contests are held for students. The students who have been in Arabic preparatory classes can’t join the knowledge contest.
INTERNATIONAL CONTESTS IN ARABIC
The students of Kocaeli İzmit Mehmet Akif Ersoy Anatolian Imam Hatip High School
for Girls –representing our country – have been the world champion of “Discussion
Contests in Arabic Language (Inter-High School)”, held by Qatar State within the scope
of Qatar Foundation every year by eliminating their Lebanese rival in final. Between
the dates of April 8th.-11th.2018, for the first time a team has been champion whose
native language is not Arabic in the contest held in Doha, the capital city of Qatar, with
participation of high school students from 52 countries.
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EDUCATION AFTER PREPARATORY CLASS
Language education is emphasized and have great importance in every grades of Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools in order
to reinforce and develop the acquired knowledge in preparatory classes – without having any knowledge loss. For this, for
example; they are ensured to watch films in foreign language. The list of words prepared by teachers according to the subject
and content of the film in advance are memorized by students, so while they are watching the film, they can understand it as
well as possible. After this process of watching and later on, permanence of these words are controlled frequently.
Leading experts who can speak the instructed language are brought to the schools, and conferences are held for students.
The students are informed in advance about the author and the subject for these conferences. Apart from the conferences,
the students are encouraged to have active participation and ask questions. Discussions are performed on class-level, if
possible, they are performed in round table meetings, too. Students are enabled to read newspapers and follow the media in
the language they’ve learnt. They frequently listen to the foreign news channels so they develop familiarity with that language.
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Language Education in Our Schools is Supported By Student Clubs.
•
•
•
•
•

Arabic
English
German
Spanish
Russian Discussion,

•
•
•
•
•

Arabic
English
German
Spanish
Russian Theatre,

•
•
•
•
•

Arabic
English
German
Spanish
Russian Activity,

•
•
•
•
•

Arabic
English
German
Spanish
Russian Translation,

English Scrabble Club and Club for Hafiz Students are among these clubs.
Sportive and artistic activities for every grades and in every level are enabled for our students.
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WEEKLY COURSE SCHEDULE FOR
ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS THAT APPLY LANGUAGE PROJECT
(That will be applied as from 2018-2019 School Year in all grade levels)
9.th
GRADE

10.th
GRADE

11.th
GRADE

12.th
GRADE

TURKISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

5

5

5

5

HISTORY

2

2

2

-

T.R. REVOLUTION HISTORY AND ATATURK’S POLITICAL DOCTRINE

-

-

-

2

GEOGRAPHY

2

2

-

-

MATHS

6

6

4

6

PHYSICS

2

2

2

2

CHEMISTRY

2

2

2

2

BIOLOGY

2

2

2

2

PHILOSOPHY

-

2

2

-

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

5

2

2

2

PHYSICAL EDUCATION / VISUAL ARTS / MUSIC

2

1

1

1

HYGIENE AND TRAFFIC CULTURE

1

-

-

-

ARABIC LANGUAGE (*)

2

2

-

-

ELECTIVE FIRST FOREIGN LANGUAGE (GERMAN/SPANISH/RUSSIAN…)

-

-

6

6

ELECTIVE SECOND FOREIGN LANGUAGE (**)

2

2

2

2

32 (+2)

28 (+2)

COMMON COURSES

COURSES

TOTAL
(*) (**) At schools that have preparatory classes except Arabic and English, English
will be instructed for 2 hours weekly in 9th.,10th., 11th. and 12th. grades as “Restricted Elective Second Foreign Language”. Again, at those schools; Quran course will
be instructed for 4 hours in 9th.grades, 3 hours in 10th. and 11th. grades; Arabic
course will be instructed for 3 hours in 9th. grades, 2 hours in 10th. grades; Vocational Arabic Course will be instructed for 2 hours in 11th. and 12th. grades; History
of Religions course will be instructed for 1 hour in 12th. grades.
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12 (+18) 10 (+20)

WEEKLY COURSE SCHEDULE FOR
ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS THAT APPLY LANGUAGE PROJECT
(That will be applied as from 2018-2019 School Year in all grade levels)
COURSES

9.
10.
SINIF SINIF

11.
12.
SINIF SINIF

5

3

3

3

VOCATIONAL ARABIC (*)

-

-

2

2

BASIC RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE

1

-

-

-

PROPHETIC BIOGRAPHY (SIYER)

-

2

-

-

ISLAMIC LAW (FIQH)

-

2

-

-

EXEGETICS (TAFSIR)

-

-

2

-

HISTORY OF RELIGIONS (*)

-

-

-

2

HADITH

-

2

-

-

AKAID (FAITH)

-

-

1

-

KALAM

-

-

-

2

RHETORIC VOCATIONAL PRACTICE

-

-

2

-

ISLAMIC CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION

-

-

-

2

OTTOMAN TURKISH (*)

-

1

-

-

TOTAL

5

10

10

10

TOTAL PERIOD OF OPTIONAL COURSES

2

2

18

20

GUIDANCE AND ORIENTATION

1

-

-

-

TOTAL PERIOD OF COURSES

40

40

40

40

VOCATIONAL COURSES

QURAN (*)

(*) At Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools That Apply Programme/Project on Arts
or Sports; Foreign Language course will be instructed for 2 hours in 9th. grades;
Maths course will be instructed for 5 hours in 10th.grades; Arabic course will be
instructed for 3 hours in 9th. grades, and 2 hours in 10th. grades; Vocational Arabic
course will be instructed for 2 hours in 11th. and 12th.grades; Quran course will
be instructed for 3 hours in 11th. grades; History of Religions will be instructed
for 1 hour in 12th. grades; and Compulsory Ottoman Turkish will not be instructed.
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BOARDING EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY
In most of our Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools which
have preparatory classes within themselves, there are
dormitories for students who come from upstate or distant
districts and the students who receive education at the same
grades find the opportunity of sheltering under these dormitories. That
dormitories are next to/near-by the schools can generate opportunities
which are usable concerning a lasting language education in terms of fund of
knowledge being used acquired by the students at schools almost immediately out of
school in an active utilization setting among students.
In order to activate these opportunities, the students are enabled to develop their fund of language knowledge
practically at dormitories through various activities that can be organized among school and dorm administrations.
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ACHIEVEMENTS AND AWARDS

MOIC Turkey Camp has been organized at Beyoğlu Anatolian Imam Hatip
High School within the context of preparatory studies of “BEYIMOIC ‘18”
Activity at Haliç Congress Center between the dates of May 2nd.-5th.
2018 under the coordination of Our Directorate General.

Turkish National Team that has joined “Discussion Contests
in Arabic Language (Inter-High School)”, held by Qatar State
within the scope of Qatar Foundation every year, from among
52 countries has been the world champion. The students
of Kocaeli İzmit Mehmet Akif Ersoy Anatolian Imam Hatip
High School for Girls –representing our country- have been
the world champion by eliminating their Lebanese rival in
final in the contest held in Doha, the capital city of Qatar,
between the dates of 8th.-11th. 2018 with participation of
high school students from 52 countries.
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İkbal Nur TAŞDELEN, the student of Bursa İpekçilik Anatolian Imam Hatip High School, has
been Turkey champion in “History of Coups of Turkey and July 15 National Will Triumph”
themed ‘High School Students are Making the History’ inter-high school contest in story
branch that has been organized under the cooperation of Ministry of National EducationDirectorate General for Secondary Education and Turkey Language and Literature
Association.

The Outstanding Cambridge Learner Awards, organized by
Cambridge University, have been given to Kartal Anatolian
Imam Hatip High School, which made a global hit in IGCSE
Education.

International
appropriateness
and
development of programmes of some of our
schools that apply English preparatory classes
are checked through TOEFL JUNIOR Exams that
are held three times in a year.
Kartal Anatolian Imam Hatip High School
has organized Model United Nations Club
“KAIHLMUN’ 18”.
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Bursa İpekçilik Anatolian Imam Hatip High School has held
MUNIA’18 Model United Nations Conference.

ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS
THAT APPLY SCIENCE AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
PROGRAMME / PROJECT

Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools That Apply Science and Social Sciences Programme/Project have been started to be
determined by taking MONE Code of Educational Institutions That Apply Special Programme and Project” (dated: September
1st. 2016; no: 29818), published in Official Gazette, as a basis.
Science and Social Sciences Project/Programme is applied in accordance with the relevant code, regarding the affairs and
processes on schools’ educational environment and learning processes.
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OUR GENERAL GOALS
The Goal at Science Project/Programme Schools;
1.

To support the students -who are instructed at Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools and interested in science- in their development
in line with their abilities and to improve their analytical thinking skills.
2. To raise our students as individuals - who provide added value for humanity and society in the field of science; read; think; who
can develop an idea, who can discuss; who can produce solutions for the problems confronted among individuals, groups or
communities; who can set out an output; who are highly self confident; who are aware of their own values of civilization; who
have leadership skills and national / universal values - in the direction of their interests and abilities.
3. To make our students to learn about the pioneer scholars of science in the history of science and civilization and inquire about
their lives, works and impacts.
4. To contribute preparing our students for higher education in the field of physical sciences.
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The Goal at Social Sciences Project/
Programme Schools;
1.

To support the students -who are instructed at
Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools and interested
in social sciences– in their development in line with
their abilities and to improve their rational and
analytical thinking skills.
2. To raise our students as individuals - who provide added value for humanity and society in the field of social sciences;
read; think; who can develop an idea, who can discuss; who can produce solutions for the problems confronted among
individuals, groups or communities; who can set out an output; who are highly self confident; who are aware of their
own values of civilization; who have leadership skills and national / universal values - in the direction of their interests
and abilities.
3. To make our students to learn about the pioneer scholars of social sciences in the history of science and civilization and
inquire about their lives, works and impacts.
4. To contribute preparing our students for higher education in the field of social sciences.
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IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS THAT APPLY SCIENCE AND SOCIAL SCIENCES PROGRAMME
In Our Schools;
Our students get academic support from universities; participate seminars and conferences
besides the courses in the field of social sciences / science. Also, they participate scientific
activities and projects by reading certain books in the field of social sciences / science
for every year.
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The Implementation Process of Science and Social Sciences (SSS) Project/Programme
1.

The students are admitted to these schools according to the quota number and score average determined by the system of
Transition from Primary to Secondary Education.
2. In the first week of the school year, adjustment (orientation) programme for school is applied. In this programme, the students
are informed on subjects such as Turkish educational system; the goal of education and its importance for the individual, society,
state and world; imam hatip schools and their historical adventure and the function of imam hatip schools; general and specific
purposes of science and social sciences programme within above-mentioned framework; school’s physical facilities and teaching
staff; educational and socio-cultural activities planned to be performed in school year.
3. Class population can’t be over 34 according to the physical environment.
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4. At least two meetings are held at the start of
terms in each school year with the principals
of project schools under the coordination of
Directorate General for Religious Teaching.
5. The school that applies special programme
ensures coordination with at least one
university.
6. Considering the 17th.article of The Code of
MONE Educational Institutions That Apply
Special Programme and Project; academic
consultation boards are formed at these
schools. Study meetings are organized
throughout the country under the coordination
of Directorate General for Religious Teaching
once (1) in a year with participation of
academic consultation committee chiefs and
representative faculty members.
7. Coordinations are ensured with universities,
related state institutions and organizations,
non-governmental organizations and local
authorities in order to utilize the financial and
local facilities and realize the targeted aims in
application of the project/programme.
8.

Budget items arisen within the applied project and
programme are supplied with the related solution
partners. In order to coordinate this project/programme, “Project Executive Commission” is established
[consisted of maximum five people] - including one
coordinator teacher for each field: Science and Social Sciences (two in total) and other teachers who are
approved by the principal - by consultative committee,
under the presidency of the principal.
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9. Field rooms for Science and Social
Sciences are assigned in addition to the
group teachers’ rooms at schools within
possibilities. Related branch teachers,
coordinators and consultant academicians
– and when necessary- the students carry on
studies in these two rooms.
10. The students within the project/programme are
given seminars for at least two (2) course hours every
weekends during a year in 9th.grade within the field of
science and social sciences besides The Support and Training
Courses. Willer schools can get these seminars in weekdays. For
social sciences; history, geography, philosoph, literature, theology,
culture and civilization, arts, sociology, psychology, public administrations,
political sciences, law, philosophy of history, philosophy of science, financial life,
international relations, etc. can be chosen. As for science; maths, physics, chemistry,
biology, medicine, algebra, geometry, etc. are included. Also, at least four (4) conferences are
organized in weekdays for every term.
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11. At the end of each term, the students are involved in monitoring
and evaluation processes on the seminars they’ve joined. These
processes are carried out electronically via evaluation method
prepared by Our Directorate General.
12. Each of the students read four (4) books in the field of science and
social sciences in 9th.grade. At the end of this reading programme
performed by taking the books, articles or compilations as bases that are determined by The Directorate General,
collective negotiations are done under the guidance of coordinator teacher or group teachers.
13. Within the scope of the project called “Friend Books/Book Friends: Reading 7s” that has been put into practice by
Directorate General for Religious Teaching, it is obligatory for students to join reading-book-teams.
14. Summer training programmes are applied for students at the ends of the school years. Duration of summer
programmes is at least 3 weeks, and within them, English or Arabic language education support is given besides
seminars. The content and working schedule of summer programmes are determined by The Directorate General.
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15.

The students who accomplish the summer programme at the end
of the first year are seperated into two basic “Fields” as science
or social sciences. Field determination for students is conducted
by considering the thoughts of project coordinator teacher, school
counselor, the board of branch teachers, students and parents.

a) When calculating the arithmetic mean in the field of Social Sciences; 60 % of arithmetic mean of year-end weighted score
average of Language and Expression, Turkish Language and Literature, History, Geography and Maths; and 40 % of other
courses are taken as bases.
b) When calculating the arithmetic mean in the field of Science; 60 % of arithmetic mean of year-end weighted score average
of Language and Expression, Maths, Physics, Chemistry and Biology; and 40 % of other courses are taken as bases.
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16. The students who are seperated into “Science” and “Social Sciences” fields are subject to Support and Training Courses,
seminars and reading programmes in 10th.grade (as in 9th.grade) in the field they prefer under the guidance of their
coordinator teachers.
17. At schools that apply project and programme, social and cultural activities – regarding the fields in which the students are
interested within science and social sciences or in arts branch; and that enable to discover their skills - are performed.
The students make scientific studies, experiments, researches and trip-observations. They actively participate in laboratory
studies. They investigate the scientists and their inventions/discoveries. They attend to TUBITAK Projects. They get involved
with activities such as cinema, documentaries, drama activities, social responsibility projects, science fairs, discussions,
sportive activities, etc. Every school prepares annual working schedules for the relevant activities in October and sends them
to the Directorate General.
18. The students are supported in the courses regarding their fields through Support and Training Courses. These are implemented
very actively in weekdays and at the weekends. The harmony between the weekend courses and weekday courses is planned
by school administrations.
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19. Active learning environments are formed for students at
schools for implementation of Project/Programme. In order
to perform the studies efficiently, standard educational
environments such as halls, libraries, reading halls, laboratories,
community rooms and workshops are prepared.
20. The students within the Project/Programme make science
and social sciences-intensive preferances among the courses
of 11th. and 12th.grades according to their fields until a new
schedule is prepared.
21. Reports consisting of opinions and suggestions on
implementation of project or programme, activities performed,
original applications, gains acquired and suggestions on new
applications are sent to the Directorate General for Religious
Teaching at the end of every term.
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22. In our schools that apply project and programme, educational programmes are prepared by considering preparing the
students in a way to achieve great success in university entrance exams both through weekday courses and Training and
Support Courses.
23. “Project Schools” that apply foreign language intensive programme (prep-class project) can apply science and social
sciences programme as from the 9th.grade.
24. The curriculum of the preferred courses from the category of optional courses of science high schools and social sciences
high schools can be applied in Training and Support Courses conducted at weekends in 9th. grades of the schools that apply
Project and Programme.
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AIHHS At Which Science Program Is Applied
The Courses On Science Program

18 hours in total
20 hours in total;
the students take Science courses at AIHHSs equal with Science High Schools.
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Anatolian Imam Hatip High School Science Programme (Programme/Project School)
COURSES

9th.
10th.
11th.
GRADE GRADE GRADE

12th.
GRADE

TOTAL

TURKISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

5

5

5

5

20

HISTORY

2

2

2

-

6

T.R. REVOLUTION HISTORY AND ATATURK’S
POLITICAL DOCTRINE

-

-

-

2

2

GEOGRAPHY

2

2

-

-

4

MATHS

6

6

6

6

24

PHYSICS

2

2

4

4

12

CHEMISTRY

2

2

4

4

12

BIOLOGY

2

2

4

4

12

PHILOSOPHY

-

2

2

-

4

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

5

2

2

2

11

PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ VISUAL ARTS /MUSIC

2

1

1

1

5

HYGIENE AND TRAFFIC CULTURE

1

-

-

-

1

2nd.FOREIGN LANGUAGE-ARABIC

4

2

-

-

6

HISTORY AND APPLICATION OF MATHS (Optional)

-

-

2

-

2

HISTORY AND APPLICATION OF SCIENCE (Optional)

-

-

-

2

2

Comparison of
AIHHS and Science High
School
Schedules

SCIENCE HIGH SCHOOL
COURSES

Our schools – that apply Anatolian Imam Hatip
High School science program/project – apply
the same program as a normal science high
school. There are only differences in Foreign
Language, Sports-Arts and Computer Science
courses.

9th.
10th.
11th.
12th.
GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE

TOTAL

TURKISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

5

5

5

5

20

HISTORY

2

2

2

-

6

T.R. REVOLUTION HISTORY AND ATATURK’S
POLITICAL DOCTRINE

-

-

-

2

2

GEOGRAPHY

2

2

-

-

4

MATHS

6

6

6

6

24

PHYSICS

2

2

4

4

12

CHEMISTRY

2

2

4

4

12

BIOLOGY

2

2

4

4

12

PHILOSOPHY

-

2

2

-

4

4 (+1)

4 (-2)

4 (-2)

4 (-2)

16 (-5)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS

2

2 (-1)

2 (-1)

2 (-1)

8

HYGIENE AND TRAFFIC CULTURE

1

-

-

-

1

1st.FOREIGN LANGUAGE

2 (+2)

2

2 (-2)

2 (-2)

8 (-2)

VISUAL ARTS / MUSIC

2

2

-

-

4

RELIGIOUS CULTURE AND ETHICS COURSE

2

2

2

2

8

SCIENCE OF COMPUTER

2

2

-

-

4

2nd.FOREIGN LANGUAGE
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Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools At Which
Social Sciences Program/Project Is Applied
The Courses On Social Sciences Program

18 hours in total;

20 hours in total;

the students take Social Sciences courses at AIHHSs approximate to Social Sciences High Schools.
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Comparison of AIHHSs That Apply Social Sciences Program/Project
and Social Sciences High School Schedules

ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOL SCHEDULE FOR SOCIAL SCIENCES FIELD
SOCIAL SCIENCES HIGH SCHOOL
Courses

9th.
10.th. 11.th.
12.th.
GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE

TOTAL
Courses

9th.
GRADE

10.th.
GRADE

11.th.
12.th.
GRADE GRADE

7 (-2)

7 (-2)

6

8

28 (-4)

TOTAL

TURKISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

5

5

5 (+2)

5 (+3)

20 (+5)

HISTORY

2

2

2

-

6

HISTORY

2

2

2

-

6

2

T.R. REVOLUTION HISTORY AND ATATURK’S
POLITICAL DOCTRINE

-

-

-

2

2

T.R. REVOLUTION HISTORY AND ATATURK’S
POLITICAL DOCTRINE

-

-

-

2

TURKISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

GEOGRAPHY

2

2

4

4

12

GEOGRAPHY

2

2

4

4

12

MATHS

6

6

5

6

23

MATHS

6

6

5

6

23

PHYSICS

2

2

-

-

4

PHYSICS

2

2

-

-

4

CHEMISTRY

2

2

-

-

4

CHEMISTRY

2

2

-

-

4

BIOLOGY

2

2

-

-

4

BIOLOGY

2

2

-

-

4

PHILOSOPHY

-

2

2

-

4

PHILOSOPHY

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

5

2

2

2

11

1st. FOREIGN LANGUAGE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ VISUAL ARTS /MUSIC

2

1

1

1

5

PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ VISUAL ARTS /MUSIC

-

2

2

-

4

4 (+1)

4 (-2)

2

2

12 (-1)

2

2 (-1)

2 (-1)

2 (-1)

8 (-3)

HYGIENE AND TRAFFIC CULTURE

1

-

-

-

1

HYGIENE AND TRAFFIC CULTURE

ARABIC

4

2

-

-

6

2.nd FOREIGN LANGUAGE

LOGIC (Optional)

-

-

2

-

2

LOGIC

-

-

2

-

2

SOCIOLOGY (Optional)

-

-

2

2

4

SOCIOLOGY

-

-

2

2

4

-

2
6

1

-

-

-

1

2 (+2)

2

2 (-2)

2 (-2)

8 (-2)

STUDIES ON SOCIAL SCIENCES (Optional)

-

2

-

-

2

PSYCHOLOGY

-

-

2

MODERN TURKISH AND WORLD HISTORY (Optional)

-

-

-

4

4

STUDIES ON SOCIAL SCIENCES

-

2

2

2

OTTOMAN TURKISH (Optional)

-

-

1

-

1

MODERN TURKISH AND WORLD HISTORY

-

-

-

4

4

HISTORY OF ISLAMOLOGY (Optional)

-

-

-

1

1

OTTOMAN TURKISH

-

2 (-2)

2 (-1)

2 (-2)

6 (-5)

ISLAMIC CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION

-

-

-

2

2

HISTORY OF ARTS

-

-

-

2

2

HISTORY OF TURKISH CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION

-

-

3

-

3

RELIGIOUS CULTURE AND ETHICS COURSE

2

2

2

2

8

Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools have the same lessons as Social Sciences High Schools.
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OUR STUDENTS AT TUBITAK CONTESTS
Applicant projects for RESEARCH PROJECT CONTESTS FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS (organized this year for the 49th.time)
and the projects to be joined in Regional Exhibitions have been determined. When compared to 2016-2017 School Year, 16.181
Project Applications have been made in total with an increase of approximately 16% rate- for the contest. The number of
applications made by Imam Hatip High Schools have been risen to the rate of 45% and reached to 1.815, when compared to
the former year. The number of applications of Imam Hatip High School students –in this field- has increased approximately
3 times when it is compared to the general increase including all school types.
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Imam Hatip High School students have been invited to regional exhibitions during the contest –organized in 12 fields; Biology,
Geography, Values Education, Physics, Chemistry, Coding, Maths, Psychology, Sociology, Turkish Language and Literature, History
and Engineering Design. Last year, 55 project –representing the Imam Hatip High Schools- joined regional exhibitions; this year,
102 project have gone to the finals. Real increase in participation to exhibitions has reached to 85% . 69 of these 102 projects have
been prepared by Science and Social Sciences Project Schools. Thus, 68% of our schools that have joined regional exhibitions in
TUBITAK Contests have been Science and Social Sciences Project Schools.
Our schools that have received award in final stage are again Science and Social Sciences Project Schools.
The students who have obtained championship, second and third prize in final contests will benefit from additional point application
according to the degree they’ve had –in case they prefer the sections (that are related to the field they’ve awarded degree) stated
in OSYM (ASPC) Quota Guide in the first year they take the university exam- besides the monetary prize.
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TUBITAK PROJECTS
(SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF TURKEY)

Scientiic projects/activities -especially TUBITAK Projects- are performed in diferent ields
at Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools.
While the number of competing projects in the
TUBITAK Project Contests have been increased at
the rate of 16% within the category of common
applications; the number applications made by
Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools have been
risen to the rate of 45%.
The number of the projects that have joined
Regional Exhibitions have been increased at
the rate of 85% at Anatolian Imam Hatip High
Schools when compared to the former year.
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Distribution Of TUBITAK Project Contests
In Terms of The Last 3 Years

YEAR

TOTAL APPLICATION NUMBER AIHHS APPLICATION NUMBER

NUMBER OF PROJECTS THAT
HAVE JOINED
REGIONAL EXHIBITIONS

2016

13.100

888

42

2017

13.940

1251

55

2018

16.181

1815

105

TUBITAK Applications of Anatolian Imam Hatip
High Schools That Increase Every Year

1251

888
855

538

214
162
4

20

32

101

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018
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The Number Of AIHHS Projects That Join Regional Exhibitions

IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS THAT HAVE OBTAINED REWARDS IN THE FINAL OF 49th.TUBITAK HIGH SCHOOL – STUDENTS RESEARCH
PROJECTS CONTEST
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Name of City

District

Name of School

Name of Branch

Name of Project

Degree

ANKARA

YENİMAHALLE

ANKARA TEVFİK İLERİ ANATOLIAN
IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOL

BIOLOGY

OBTAINING A NEW FERMENTED PRODUCTION
ORIGINATING FROM MILK BY USING BEE BREAD

Second Prize

ANKARA

YENİMAHALLE

ANKARA TEVFİK İLERİ ANATOLIAN
IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOL

HISTORY

FORGOTTEN TURKS IN MYANMAR

Championship
Award

TRABZON

ORTAHİSAR

TRABZON MAHMUT CELALEDDİN
ÖKTEN ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP
HIGH SCHOOL

PSYCHOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGICAL ANALYSES OF REFUGEE CHILDREN
ACCORDING TO THE PICTURES THEY DRAW

Honorable
Mention

İSTANBUL

KARTAL

İSTANBUL KARTAL ANATOLIAN IMAM
HATIP HIGH SCHOOL

CODING

DEVELOPMENT OF VOCAL AND PERCEIVABLE
PICTURE READING SYSTEM FOR SIGHT DISABLED
PEOPLE AND PRODUCTION OF ITS PROTOTYPE

Second Prize

İSTANBUL

KARTAL

İSTANBUL KARTAL ANATOLIAN IMAM
HATIP HIGH SCHOOL

MATHS

ADAPTATION OF SQUARE COMBINATION NUMBER
SYSTEM ON CUBE

Third Prize

ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS
AT WHICH HAFIZ STUDENTS ARE INSTRUCTED
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From past to present; the interest in learning, reciting and memorizing Holy Quran have been at high level in Islamic geography and
particularly in our country. Today, thousands of students have been receiving training to memorize Quran in many Quran courses affiliated
to Directorate of Religious Affairs.
As part of MONE Article 32/4 of Regulation on Pre-School and Primary Education Institutions; our students at secondary school level have
been entitled beneficial ownership for hafiz (memorization of Quran) training for one (1) year at Quran courses affiliated to Directorate
of Religious Affairs. On the other hand, hafiz training synchronously with formal education projects have been developed and still applied
at imam hatip secondary schools and Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools affiliated to MONE Directorate General for Religious Teaching.
Besides, project schools have been established at which hafiz students receive education. Some of these schools consist of hafiz students
in full, and there are project classes in which hafiz students exist in most of them.
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OUR GENERAL PURPOSES
At our Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools at which hafiz students
receive education, contributing the following purposes have
been aimed:
1. To make our students protect their “hafiz features” (what
they’ve memorized), know the main subjects of Holy Quran,
be aware of moral and religious responsibilities and gain the
basic skills regarding religious services,
2. To make them raise as individuals who are more equipped,
highly self-confident, aware of their own civilizational values
in the direction of their interests and abilities within the field
of Basic Islamology, and prepare them for higher education,

3. To make them improve their mental and social skills,
increase their academical achievement and develop in the
fields of music and sports depending on their interests and
abilities.
4. To raise them as individuals who can produce added-value
for humanity and society; who read, think, discuss; who have
improved social relations; who can produce solutions for
the problems arisen between/among individuals, groups or
communities; who trust in themselves and their values; who
have leadership skills; and who have universal values.
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BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF OUR SCHOOLS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
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Hafiz students are admitted to our schools
through two ways. First; Transition from primary
to secondary education system score, second;
secondary education success grade and the point
average that they get from the interview made by
field experts at our schools.
In the first week of the school year, adjustment (orientation)
programme for school is applied. In this programme, the
students are informed on subjects such as Turkish educational
system; the goal of education and its importance for the individual,
society, state and world; imam hatip schools and their historical adventure
and the function of imam hatip schools; the model of individuals they raise;
general and specific purposes of “Support Project for Hafizs” within above-mentioned
framework; school’s physical facilities and teaching staff; educational and socio-cultural
activities planned to be performed in school year. The teachers and the students are enabled to recognize
each other.
At least two meetings are held at the start of terms in each school year in order to ensure the unity in education and
to increase its quality -with the principals of project schools under the coordination of Directorate General for Religious
Teaching.
In order to coordinate this Project; “Project Executive Commission” for “Support Project for Hafiz Students” is established
[consisted of maximum five people] - including one coordinator teacher and other teachers who are approved by the
principal - by consultative committee, under the presidency of the principal.
Our schools cooperate with at least one university or a muftiate or a Quran course.
Considering the 17th.article of The Code of MONE Educational Institutions That Apply Special Programme and Project;
academic consultation boards are formed at these schools. Study meetings are organized throughout the country under
the coordination of Directorate General once (1) in a year with participation of academic consultation committee chiefs and
representative faculty members.
Coordinations are ensured with universities, related state institutions and organizations, non-governmental organizations
and local authorities in order to utilize the financial and local facilities and realize the targeted aims in application of hafiz
training programme.

8. Field room for “Hafiz Support Project is assigned in addition to the group teachers’ rooms at schools within possibilities. Related
branch teachers, coordinator and consultant academicians – and when necessary- the students carry on studies in this room.
9. Education and activity programmes are applied for students within the project in weekdays and at the weekends. Also, at least
four (4) conferences are organized in weekdays for each term.
10. Within the scope of the project called “Friend Books/Book Friends: Reading 7s” that has been put into practice by Directorate
General for Religious Teaching, it is obligatory for students to join reading-book-teams.
11. Summer training programmes are applied for students at the ends of the school years. Duration of summer programmes is at
least 3 weeks, and within them, English or Arabic language education support is given besides seminars.
12. At our schools, social and cultural activities – regarding the fields in which the students are interested within Basic Islamology and
arts; and that enable to discover their skills - are performed. They get involved with activities such as cinema, documentaries,
drama activities, social responsibility projects, science fairs, discussions, sportive activities, etc.
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13. Sample calligraphic plaques of verses and hadiths about Holy Quran, Quran recitation and hafizs are kept in proper places in the
halls and dining halls of the schools and students’ hostels- so that the students can easily see them.
14. That the hafiz students’ teachers of vocational courses have professional competence to meet the expectations of the students
is cared.
15. Establishing at least one (1) Quran laboratory or “Reciting Room” in our every school is considered.
16. The students are supported in the courses regarding their fields through Support and Training Courses. These are implemented
very actively in weekdays and at the weekends. The harmony between the weekend courses and weekday courses is planned by
school administrations.
17. In order to accomplish hafiz project, active learning environments are formed for students at schools. To perform the studies
efficiently, standard educational environments such as halls, libraries, reading halls, laboratories, reciting rooms, community
rooms and workshops are prepared.
18. Every student is provided opportunity to chant Quranic passages in unison individually or in groups in Ramadan month.

19. It is cared to have 10h.,11th.,and 12th. grade students make practices on firstly being muezzins, afterwards on imamate at
central mosques. Activities on chanting in unison of Quranic passages, being muezzins and imamate are conducted within
the body of Vocational Practice Club.
20. 10h.,11th.,and 12th. grade students are encouraged to do sermon and guidance (act of showing the true path) activities
depending on their skills at local or central mosques.
21. Development Programme for Hafiz Students is determined in a way to reach the general goals of Vision document. Durations
in planning the activities for each development stage are determined appropriate for student level and environmental
conditions by school administrations and group teachers.
22. In activities of Development Programme for Hafiz Students; appropriate visual, audial and printed materials are utilized to
obtain the acquirements.
23. What really matters in all learning-teaching processes is teaching the subjects to the students by making them love these
subjects.
24. In activities to be done in order to contribute the physical and psychological health and spiritual development of the
students and to cheer up them and to provide motivation through social, cultural and sportive activities; cooperations are
conducted with mufti offices, faculties of theology, -when necessary- local administrations and NGOs.
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THE PROCESS OF ADMITTANCE TO SCHOOLS AND
ASSESSMENT – EVALUATION
1.

In order to increase the academic success of students, educational
programmes are prepared by considering preparing the students in a way to
achieve great success in university entrance exams both in weekday courses
and in Training and Support Courses.
2. The affairs and procedures on student admission to the 9th. grades of
Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools for Hafiz Students are announced within
the framework of the 20th. and the 25th. articles of Regulation on Secondary
Education Institutions. Our applicant students attend the interview with a
commission that is formed under the presidency of school administration
and which consists of 5 experts (two each from MONE and Directorate of
Religious Affairs personnel –at least one of them must be hafiz of these two
ones). In aptitude test for ‘being hafiz’, Implementation Fundamentals and
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Evaluation Criteria are taken as bases that are also taken as bases in Directorate General for Religious Teaching -Hafiz
Contests. Accordingly, base point is evaluated out of 70, ‘being hafiz’ is evaluated out of 20, tajweed and mahrec (place
of articulation of letters) are evaluated out of 10 points. Evaluation and sorting are carried out according to the point
average out of 100 (a hundred) by taking 70% of aptitude test points on ‘being hafiz’ and 30% of secondary school
success grade average, which is converted into a hundred point –grading system.
3. Cooperations are conducted with RAM (Counseling and Research Center) for ensuring the orientation of students to
school and increasing their motivation towards lessons.
4. The situations of the hafiz students are followed daily except for Sundays; and monthly follow-up schedules are used.

5. The students are evaluated in terms of ‘being hafiz’, vocational competency,
adaptation to school and discipline at the end of the term.
6. At the ends of each term, the students are involved in monitoring and evaluation
processes on educational programmes and seminars they’ve joined. These
processes are carried out electronically via evaluation method prepared by our
Directorate General.
7. It’s obligatory for our students to participate the intramural hafiz contest on the
first 10 fascicle, being semi-hafiz, being complete hafiz, or the last 10 fascicle. A
student must definitely attend the exam/contest on being complete hafiz for one
(1) time in four (4) years.
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DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME FOR HAFIZ STUDENTS
VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Chant and Music

Studies on Chant, Mahrec and Tajweed
Studies on Tashih-i Huruf (Letter Correction)
Mode and Music Courses

Preservation and Development of
Memorization

Daily Follow-up of Vocational Course Teacher
Studies After Morning and Afternoon Prayers
Chanting in Unison of Quranic Passages in Various Mosques

Arabic Teaching

Understanding – Daily Speech Skills from Classical Arabic – Quranic Arabic

Knowledge of Quran Content

Main Subjects of Holy Quran
Meaning-Exegesis Readings (Individual-Group)

Religious Services
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Studies on Basic Religious Services (Imamate, ‘Being Muezzin’, Preaching, Saying
Prayers, etc.)
Studies on Services at Sacred Days and Nights (‘Being Preacher’, Sacred-Mawlid,
Tarawih with Khatm (Complete reading of Quran), Various Supererogatory Prayers,
etc). Social Religious Services (Wedding Ceremonies, Funeral Affairs, Opening
Programmes, Religious Meetings with Meals, Giving Name(s), etc).

ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT

Sciences-Social Sciences

Opening Support and Training Courses for defined courses in weekdays and at the
weekends.

Preparation for University

Teaching University Exams - Oriented Support Courses

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
Sports Activities at Sports Halls of
Schools / Soccer Matches at Astroturf
/ Trecking

Doing activities like Football, Volleyball, Basketball, Handball, Wrestling, Shooting,
Futsal (indoor soccer), Athletics, etc. City/District Astroturf Facility, Walking Tracks

Table Tennis, Chess, etc. Tournaments

Intramural activity

MORAL DEVELOPMENT
Conferences, Seminars,
Discussions

Knowledge, Wise, Culture, Civilization and Ethics Themed

Career Studies

Meeting Role Models who have advanced in their careers
“I’m both Hafiz and…” The ones working in different branches who are graduates of
IHHSs, Academicians, The World of Art and Business…
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SOCIO CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
Local and Upstate Trips / Exhibition
Visits

Historical, Touristic and Cultural Trips, Studies at Cultural Centres in Cities

Cinema / Theatre

Intramural or Extrascholastic Preparation or Monitoring

Social Responsibility / Community
Services

Social Activities (Mosque Activities in Ramadan Month, Condolence, Greeting,
Visitation;
Visits to Universities, NGOs, Educators who have Instructed Hafizs, Scientists and
Intellectuals, etc…)

Art Courses such as Marbling / Gilding /
Public Education or Special Studies, Cooperations with the Related NGOs.
Calligraphy
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Reading Activities

Weekly or Monthly Reading Activities

Method Education, Rhythmic
Instruments and Ney Course

Public Education or Special Studies

APPLICATION PROCESS OF SUPPORT PROJECT FOR HAFIZ STUDENTS
Vocational, academic, moral, social, cultural/physical and mental developments of
our students are supported at our schools. Various studies are performed with this
purpose:
1. Studies Made In Terms Of Vocational Development
a.

Within the framework of Hafiz Instruction Programme, to protect the hafiz
students’ memorizations, following-up them daily in this context.
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b. To enable hafiz students to chant in unison of Quranic passages and to perform tarawih prayer with khatm (complete
reading of Quran) at mosques in Ramadan months in cooperation with provincial and district mufti offices,
c. To make students pronounce the letters/words of Quran better through Letter Correction (Tashih-i Huruf) Education. They
are enabled to listen to the example recitations of Quran readings/chantings of different hafizs and kâris (who recite Quran)
from Islamic world, so that they can see the differences. Also, within possibilities, to inform them about Recitations and
Reciter Imams and “Aşere-Takrib, Tayyibe” (Instruction on reciting Quran in 10 modes),
d. To contribute to skill acquirement of students in Quran Recitation, Adhan, Knelling, Chant Recitation, Qasida (Eulogium) and
Mawlid,
e. In four-year period, to make our students acquire knowledge and equipment on voice and breath therapy,
f. To upskill the students in establishing prayers, reciting khutbahs, and preaching sermons,

g. To make translation studies in beginner level on Quranic Arabic
besides Classical Arabic, to make students comprehend Quranic
words and terms,
h. To increase students’ daily speech levels in Arabic,
i. To make them acquire the content knowledge of Quran with the
main lives,
j. To contribute to understanding and interpretation skills of
students via individual or group readings on meaning-explanation,
k. To make students acquire knowledge and skills in the field of Basic
Islamology (Exegetics, Hadith, Fiqh and Prophetic Biography, etc)
are essentials.
2. Studies Made In Terms Of Academical Development
a. Opening Support and Training Courses in weekdays and at the weekends to support academical achievement of students
in Sciences,
b. Opening Support and Training Courses in weekdays and at the weekends to support academical achievement of students
in Social Sciences,
c. Holding pilot tests for university exams weekly or monthly
are targeted.
3. Studies Made In Terms Of Moral Development
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

To make students recognize the cultural values,
To form civilizational awareness of students,
To make students acquire the ethics of Quran in the light of knowledge and wisdom,
To organize conferences, seminars, discussions on knowledge, wisdom, culture, civilization and ethics,
To make students meet role models who are advanced in their careers within the project called “I’m both Hafiz and…” or
similar projects by modelling an example project made by Ankara Provincial Mufti Office
are essentials.
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4. Studies Made In Terms Of Social-Cultural Development
a. To develop projects that can raise consciousness in social
responsibility for the students, and that can enable them to
participate in community works,
b. To visit our teachers who have laboured in hafiz profession
and raised hafizs; to visit Quran courses,
c. To get students adopt reading habit,
d. To organize classical art courses such as marbling, gilding,
calligraphy; percussion and wind instrument courses such
as reed flute, tambourine, classical lute for students,
e. To organize social, cultural, and academical activities like
cinemas, theatres, charity sales, and fairs at schools,
f. To arrange local or upstate historical, touristic, cultural and
academical tours,

g. To arrange excursions to the cities that carry the traces of our cultural and civilizational heritage in order to introduce them to the students,
h. To organize summer camps in cooperation with the Ministry of Youth and Sports,
i. To do activities that enable the students to know themselves, to determine their individual targets, to improve their skills, to utilize those for
the benefit of themselves and the society, to do their duties eagerly, to take responsibility and to gain organizational skills
are essentials.
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5. Studies Made In Terms Of Physical and Mental Development
Within the framework of the school environment and the willingness / skills of the students;
j. To organize activities such as football, basketball and volleyball at school halls for the physical development of students,
k. To organize table tennis and chess activities,
l. To organize astroturf matches at least twice a month,
m. To organize wrestling activities in cooperation with The Ministry of Youth and Sports,
n. To organize running and walking activities on walking tracks in the city /district of the school,
o. To organize activities like archery, badminton, swimming, horse-riding; in line with demand of the students, with contributions of
parent-teacher associations,
p. To utilize the intelligent games to develop the intelligence of the students
are essentials.
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SOME ACTIVITIES DONE WITHIN QURAN EDUCATION-TEACHING
The effects of considering wording-meaning integrity, knowing the meaning of Quran or being informed of the messages of
the verses are great in making our students gain the ethics of Quran, establishment of religious knowledge and awareness,
the piety process and character building. Quran is complete with Its wording and meaning. In this context, different activities
are done in our schools.
1.
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Let’s Understand The Prayer Surahs: Students are taught the word meanings of prayer surahs. Short explanations
(exegesis) of them are instructed, too.
2. Let’s Deduce Current Values: The meanings of prayer surahs and prays are explained through examples. Current
comments and values that the students have deduced from the explanations are demanded from them.
3. Let’s Read Texts-Meanings: The meanings of the surahs and prays are recited mutually by grouping the students.

4. It’s My Turn: Each student says the meaning of a verse by heart. Meaning
reading is done one by one.
5. Puzzle/Question-Answer: Studies on puzzle or test are performed after
the meanings of the surahs are recited- explained and said by heart.
6. Giving Search Homework: Explanations of some surahs and verses can
be given as search homework to the successful and talented students.
To tell these sententiously in the classroom can be demanded from
them. Or the students who have prepared the meanings of some
surahs in advance can sum up in five-ten items what they tell us after
reading them. In meaning and explanation studies, group work can be
performed or search homework can be given to the group.
7. To Draw Attention to the Verses of Quran: After the section or page in which memorization revize is performed, teachers can draw
attention to some verses and they can put emphasis on their meanings.
8. To Sum Up the Meaning of the Page: After listening to the memorization, the teacher summarizes the content of the page briefly; in
general, he/she shortly explains what are mentioned in the page in a few words. Therefore, Quran teacher must make preliminary
preparation for the subject that will be taught, remarked or mentioned. Otherwise, the foundation of permanent mistakes can be
laid.
9.
Asking Questions Through Surahs and Verses: Questions
are asked over the prominent messages of the surahs and
verses. It can be done before, after or during memorization
listening. Let’s give an example for this: Our Dear Prophet
once addressing Ubayy b. Ka’b: “Abu al-Mundhir, which verse
of Allah’s Book is the greatest?” He said: “Allahu la ilahe illa
hüve’l-hayyul–kayyum” (‘Allah, there is no god but Allah, the
Living, the Eternal’). Thereupon Our Prophet (PbUH) struck
Ubayy b. Ka’b’s breast and said: “May knowledge be pleasant
for you, O Abu’l Mundhir!”
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10. LCD Screens or Quranic Plaques: At eligible institutions, through LCD Screens and Quranic Plaques, Arabic Writings of the
verses and their meanings are given together. The attention of the students are excited.
11. Consciously Selected and Instructed Sections Consisting of 10 Verses (from Quran): Students are enabled to recite the
chosen sections (‘aşırs’) within a programme consciously; not always the same sections (‘aşırs’) after congregational prayers
or in certain programmes. The meanings of the recited sections (‘aşırs’) are shared with students visually or aurally.
12. Quran Themed Discussions: Discussions which are expansed into certain periods, which are well-designed, which are
conversational, which aren’t boring for students, which are erudite and prosperous at their levels, and which are Quranthemed can be performed. Interesting discussions for students in which teachers make contributions or to which guest
experts come.
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IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS AT WHICH TRADITIONAL,
VISUAL AND MODERN ARTS, MUSIC AND SPORTS
PROGRAMME / PROJECT IS APPLIED

OBJECTIVES OF OUR SCHOOLS
1. To enable the students to develop in the direction of their abilities in the classical arts fields.
2. To increase students’ knowledge and skills in the classical arts fields, to enable them to produce artistic works.
3. To enable the skilled students both to improve themselves (in different sports fields depending on their skills) and to continue
their academic trainings ideally through sports project.
4. In the direction of our students’ interests and abilities- to contribute raising them as individuals who are more equipped, who
have high self-confidence and who are aware of the values of their own civilization, and in this context; to prepare them to
prepare them for higher education in which they can improve themselves within the field of art they’ve preferred.
5. To encourage raising them as individuals who have improved artistic awareness and being joined to the society.
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TRADITIONAL, VISUAL and MODERN ARTS
THE PROCESS OF ADMITTANCE TO SCHOOLS AND ASSESSMENT-EVALUATION
The affairs and procedures on student admission to the 9th.grades of Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools That Apply Traditional, Visual and
Modern Arts, Music and Sports Programme/Project; Arts High Schools; and Sports High Schools are conducted within the frame of 20th. and
25th. articles of related Regulation, according to the quota that will be announced by The Ministry, in the direction of the stated methods
and principles. At our schools that admit students via the skill exams on the related field; the students have these exams by commissions
including two (2) branch teachers of the related school, on one (1) branch teacher of another school-assigned by provincial/district
directorate of national education, an done (1) field expert academician; within the context of principles of responsibility examinations; under
the presidency of school principal. In the absence of field expert academician, the commission is formed by assignment of one (1) more
branch teacher by provincial/district directorate of national education.
In commissions to be formed for Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools That Apply Sports Project/Programme and Sports High Schools,
an additional representative is assigned from Youth Services and Sports Provincial Directorate or related federations (for thematic high
schools). Also, if needed, four (4) observer teacher – at most – can be assigned, who won’t join evaluation but just help the commission.
During the exams for Sports High Schools, provincial/district directorates must take the required safety and health precautions in order to
conduct these exams healthly and safely.
In students selection; the students who are below fifty (50) points passing grade in skill exams will be regarded as unsuccessful and they
won’t be evaluated. The students who are over fifty (50) are evaluated and ranked according to point average (70% of skill exam-30% of
secondary school success grade) and they are admitted to our schools.
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TRADITIONAL, VISUAL ARTS PROGRAMME

Calligraphy Project and Art of Marbling Instructions are given
within the Programme

CALLIGRAPHY:
The grace of marbling art -which is seen at the core of other
artistic branches in Turkish-Islamic arts and whose purpose is
directly serving Holy Quran has bewitched the people and the
ones who watch these works of art have taken great pleasure.
In compliance with nature, human admires the beauty and
aesthetics. Every human being has different interests and skills.
Admiration to beauty and aesthetics for one complements each
other through discovery and development of different skills in
himself/herself, again.
Education, inherently, aims at eliciting the physical and spiritual
powers that exist in human being and making them gain
knowledge and skills required in life in line with their abilities.
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Calligraphy project has aimed at discovering the students who have
interests and abilities in this field and guiding them in line with their skills.
The source of origin of calligraphy is Holy Quran. It is an art that emerged
because of the attempt to write our Holy Quran’s verses in the finest way;
that befits Its supremacy. It is important to meet our students in Imam
Hatip High Schools (who are instructed Arabic, Quran and Hadith courses
and who are willing and skillful) this art and to make them gain sense
of aesthetics. Concentrating on practice more than theory is taken as a
basis in this Project that aims at making students – who are interested in
calligraphy - acquire knowledge and skills at the beginner level.

MARBLING :
Marbling, among Turkish-Islamic arts, is an art that is full of surprises and affecting with its colorfulness. Lately, the
interest in art of marbling has reached to high level as it can’t be compared with the past eras. This great interest has
brought the need for learning/instructing marbling art with it. This need for our students is responded
at our Schools That Apply Traditional and Modern Visual Arts Programme. Our students are instructed
Calligraphy and Marbling Arts by the teachers who are experts in their fields at our schools.
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MUSIC PROGRAMME
The goal of education is not only instructing the certain knowledge but also discovering and developing the abilities of the
students within their interests and tendencies. Religious music has an important role in discovering and guiding the students
who are interested in and talented at music (in Imam Hatip High Schools that prepare students both for profession and higher
education). Reciting Holy Quran eloquently and reciting hymn, eulogium and mawlid sections – that are identified within mosque
music – are possible with good vocal education and musical instruction.
Our nation has developed an original sense in religious music and marked an important new epoch in both Quran recitation and
poem composing. Lyrics that belong to famous sufis- notably Yunus Emre- have been composed by the name of “chant” and works
that are enthusing for listeners have been performed. Religious music courses have important roles in terms of teaching these
works performed and introducing the instruments used in music. At our schools that apply music programme, getting the rising
generation to make the best of this rich musical accumulation coming from the past-is aimed.
Within musical programme, our students are instructed on mode and musical forms concerning recitation of Quran eloquently.
Our students are instructed on recitation of chants and kamet (a phrase recited by the imam at the beginning of the ritual prayer)
according to the modes of religious music and they learn to play at least one instrument in accordance with their abilities.
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Our students – who have improved their skills by discovering themselves – have reached the levels in which they can take in
charge in artistic and social activities.

SPORTS PROGRAMME
Education and teaching is conducted by “Every student is special, every
student learns, every student has original skills and learning styles,
none of the students can be thought out of education, our source
of human can’t be wasted” motto. In this sense, raising successful
and well-behaved sportsmen who have different abilities in the sports
field and at the same time adopted the religious, national and cultural
values within the body of our Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools - is
among the basic goals of our schools that apply sports programme.
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Within the context of the project, at schools that admit students
through aptitude test, in line with students’ requests and abilities,
environments are formed in which they can perform modern and
national sports as well as cultural and traditional artistic activities.
Besides the academical education of our students, activities are
conducted according to their interests and skills to endear sports
to them in all branches – from traditional sports to modern sports.
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Our youngs – the assurance of our future- have the chance
to grow up balancedly and healthly in terms of body, mind,
morals, spirit and emotions in warm and sincere environments
at our schools.
At our Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools that conduct sports
programme, sportsmen have been raised who can have voice at the
national and international levels by attaining a sustainable quality in
education and teaching.
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SYLLABUS
At our Schools That Apply Modern Visual Arts, Music and Sports Programme, Field courses on skills will be instructed
electively besides the courses that are instructed at other Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools.

ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOL
WEEKLY COURSE SCHEDULE
(That will be applied as from 2018-2019 School Year in all grade levels)
9 th.
GRADE

10 th.
GRADE

11 th.
GRADE

12 th.
GRADE

TURKISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

5

5

5

5

HISTORY

2

2

2

-

T.R. REVOLUTION HISTORY AND ATATURK’S POLITICAL DOCTRINE

-

-

-

2

GEOGRAPHY

2

2

-

-

MATHS

6

6

-

-

PHYSICS

2

2

-

-

CHEMISTRY

2

2

-

-

BIOLOGY

2

2

-

-

PHILOSOPHY

-

2

2

-

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

5

2

2

2

PHYSICAL EDUCATION / VISUAL ARTS / MUSIC

2

1

1

1

HYGIENE AND TRAFFIC CULTURE

1

-

-

-

ARABIC LANGUAGE (*)

4

3

-

-

33

29

12

10

COMMON COURSES

COURSES

TOTAL
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ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOL
WEEKLY COURSE SCHEDULE
(That will be applied as from 2018-2019 School Year in all grade levels)
9 th.
GRADE

10 th.
GRADE

11 th.
GRADE

12 th.
GRADE

QURAN

5

4

4

3

VOCATIONAL ARABIC

-

-

3

3

BASIC RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE

1

-

-

-

PROPHETIC BIOGRAPHY (SIYER)

1

2

-

-

ISLAMIC LAW (FIQH)

-

2

-

-

EXEGETICS (TAFSIR)

-

-

2

-

HISTORY OF RELIGIONS

-

-

-

2

HADITH

-

2

-

-

AKAID (FAITH)

-

-

1

-

KALAM

-

-

-

2

RHETORIC VOCATIONAL PRACTICE

-

-

2

-

ISLAMIC CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION

-

-

-

2

OTTOMAN TURKISH

-

1

-

-

TOTAL

6

11

12

12

TOTAL PERIOD OF OPTIONAL COURSES

-

-

16

12

GUIDANCE AND ORIENTATION

1

-

-

-

TOTAL PERIOD OF COURSES

40

40

40

40

VOCATIONAL COURSES

COURSES
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OPTIONAL COURSES FOR ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS (GROUP A)

OPTIONAL COURSES (GROUP A)

COURSES

BASIC ISLAMOLOGY

BASIC ISLAMIC ARTS

LANGUAGE AND
EXPRESSION

10th. Grade

11th. Grade

12th. Grade

READINGS ON FIQH (1)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

TAFSIR TEXTS (1)

-

-

(1) (2)

HADITH TEXTS(1)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

ISLAMIC ETHICS (1)

-

(1)

(1)

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC SCIENCE (1)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

TECHNIQUES ON RECITATION OF QURAN (2)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

ARABIC (TEXT-DIALOGUE) (2)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

VOCATIONAL PRACTICE (1)

-

-

(1) (2)

ISLAMIC HISTORY (1)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

ETHICS AND CULTURE OF SUFISM (1)

-

(1)

(1)

RELIGIOUS MUSIC (1)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

CALLIGRAPHY (1)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

MARBLING (1)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

GILDING (1)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

TURKISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE (2)

-

(2)(3)(4)(5)

(2)(3)(4)(5)

DICTION AND RHETORIC (1)

-

(1)

(1)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

OTTOMAN TURKISH LANGUAGE (3)
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OPTIONAL COURSES FOR ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS (GROUP A)
COURSES

MATHS AND SCIENCE

OPTIONAL BASIC MATHS (2)

-

OPTIONAL MATHS (2)

-

OPTIONAL PHYSICS (2)

-

(3) (4)

(3) (4)

OPTIONAL CHEMISTRY (2)

-

(3) (4)

(3) (4)

OPTIONAL BIOLOGY (2)

-

(2)(3)(4)

(2)(3)(4)

(1)(2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

HISTORY AND APPLICATIONS OF MATHS (3)

(2)

(2)

(2)

HISTORY AND APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE (3)

(2)

(2)(3)

(2)(3)

OPTIONAL HISTORY (1)

-

(2)(3)(4)

(2)(3)(4)

MODERN TURKISH AND WORLD HISTORY (1)

-

(2)(3)(4)

(2)(3)(4)

TURKISH HISTORY OF CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION(1)

-

(2)

(2)

OPTIONAL GEOGRAPHY (2)

-

(2)(3)(4)

(2)(3)(4)

(1)(2)

(2)

(2)

PSYCHOLOGY (1)

-

(2)

(2)

SOCIOLOGY (2)

-

(2)

(2)

LOGIC (1)

-

(2)

(2)

EPISTEMOLOGY (1)

-

(1)(2)

(1)(2)

DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS (1)

-

(1)

(1)

BUSINESS (1)

-

(2)

(2)

ECONOMY(1)

-

(2)

(2)

ENTREPRENEURSHIP (1)

-

(1)

(1)

ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE (1)

-

(2)

(2)

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (1)

-

(2)

(2)

OPTIONAL COURSES (GROUP A)

ASTRONOMY AND SPACE SCIENCES (1)

STUDIES ON SOCIAL SCIENCES (3)

SOCIAL SCIENCES

10th. Grade 11th. Grade 12th. Grade
(2)

(2)

(3)(4)(5)(6) (3)(4)(5)(6)
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OPTIONAL COURSES FOR ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS (GROUP A)
COURSES

10th. Grade

11th. Grade

12th. Grade

(2)

(2) (8) (10)

(2) (8) (10)

(2)

(2) (4) (6)

(2) (4) (6)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

FARSI (2)

-

(2)

(2)

OPTIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS (3)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

SOCIAL ACTIVITY (2)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

OPTIONAL VISUAL ARTS (3)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

OPTIONAL MUSIC (3)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

ART HISTORY (1)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

DRAMA (3)

(1)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

COMPUTER SCIENCES (2)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

PROJECT PREPARATION (1)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

OPTIONAL COURSES (GROUP A)

OPTIONAL FIRST FOREIGN LANGUAGE (3)
FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND OPTIONAL SECOND FOREIGN LANGUAGE (4)
LITERATURES
LITERATURES OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES (2)

SPORTS AND SOCIAL
ACTIVITIES

FINE ARTS

INFORMATICS
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OPTIONAL COURSES FOR ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS (GROUP B)
Different optional course alternatives are offered for our students as from the 9th.
Grade in our schools that apply sports, visual arts and music programme.
9 th.
GRADE

10 th.
GRADE

11 th.
GRADE

12 th.
GRADE

ATHLETICS (2)

-

-

(2)

(2)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HISTORY OF SPORTS (1)

-

-

-

(2)

INDIVIDUAL SPORTS (3)

-

(2)

(2) (3)

(2) (3)

EDUCATIONAL GAMES (1)

(2)

-

-

-

TRADITIONAL SPORTS (ANCESTOR SPORTS) (3)

-

(1) (2)

(2)

(2)

GENERAL GYMNASTICS (2)

-

(2)

(1) (2)

-

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF SPORTS (1)

-

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY OF SPORTS (1)

-

-

-

(2)

SPORTS PRACTICES (3)

-

(1) (2)

(2) (3)

(2) (3)

SPORTS AND NOURISHMENT (1)

-

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

SPORTSMEN HEALTH (1)

-

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

TEAM SPORTS (4)

(2)

(2)

(2) (3)

(2) (3)

BASIC SPORTS EDUCATION (1)

(2)

-

-

-

THEORY AND APPLICATION OF WESTERN MUSIC (2)

-

(1) (2)

(2)

(2)

INDIVIDUAL VOICE TRAINING (1)

-

(1)

(1)

-

MUSIC WITH INFORMATION UTILITY (1)

-

-

-

(2)

INSTRUMENTAL EDUCATION (3)

(1)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

RELIGIOUS MUSIC (3)

(1)

(1) (2)

(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2) (3)

MUSICAL CULTURE (1)

-

-

-

(1) (2)

PIANO (1)

(1)

-

-

-

THEORY AND APPLICATION OF TURKISH FOLK MUSIC (3)

(2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

THEORIES AND MODALITIES OF TURKISH MUSIC (3)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

HISTORY OF TURKISH MUSIC (1)

-

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

(2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

COURSES

OPTIONAL COURSES (GROUP B)

SPORTS

MUSIC

THEORY AND APPLICATION OF TURKISH CLASSICAL MUSIC (3)

OPTIONAL COURSES FOR ANATOLIAN IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS (GROUP B)
9 th.
GRADE

10 th.
GRADE

11 th.
GRADE

12 th.
GRADE

PATTERN (4)

(2)

(2) (3)

(2) (3)

(2) (3)

MARBLING (4)

(2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2) (3)

AESTHETICS (1)

-

-

(2)

-

DIGITAL GRAPHIC (1)

-

(1) (2)

(2)

(2)

PHOTOGRAPHY (1)

-

(1) (2)

(2)

(2)

TRADITIONAL TURKISH HANDICRAFTS-MINIATURE (3)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2) (3)

GRAPHIC DESIGN (1)

-

-

(2) (3)

-

TRADITIONAL CALLIGRAPHY (4)

(2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2) (3)

CALLIGRAPHIC VARIATIONS (2)

(2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

-

MODERN CALLIGRAPHY (1)

-

-

-

(1) (2)

MUSEUM EDUCATION (1)

-

-

-

(1) (2)

PALEOGRAPHY (1)

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

BASIC ART EDUCATION (1)

(2)

-

-

-

GILDING (4)

(2)

(1) (2)

(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2) (3)

HISTORY OF TURKISH AND ISLAMIC ARTS (1)

-

-

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

2-DIMENSIONAL ART STUDIO (2)

-

(2) (3)

(2) (3)

(2) (3)

3-DIMENSIONAL ART STUDIO (2)

-

(2) (3)

(2) (3)

(2) (3)

IMAGINATIVE PAINTING (3)

-

(2)

(2)

(2)

OPTIONAL COURSES (GROUP B)

COURSES
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TRADITIONAL AND
MODERN VISUAL
ARTS

•

•

ACHIEVEMENTS
These schools in which our talented students receive education have put their signature under important successes in various
different contests, exhibitions and activities they participate.
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98
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SOCIAL ACTIVITES
We show effort to raise our students as individuals who have healthy social relations through social activities like trips,
discussions and conferences organized besides academic courses at our schools.

100

INTERNATIONAL
IMAM HATIP
HIGH SCHOOLS

101

101

Matters like differentiation of societies day by day, meeting new cultures and coexistence obligation have caused changes in either human rights, social problems
or education and setting new strategies and methods for them. In this context, societies give shape to their social and educational lives in line with their own
backgrounds and their adopted world-views. Because of the rapid technological developments, financial functions of education have come into prominence
and raising competitive individuals on a global scale has gainde its place among the new targets of education. One of the fields in which globalization’s impact
is felt intensively is undoubtedly education. Regarding also global parameters is an obligation while making local, regional and national moves on education. In
this context, septuagenarian (approximately) tradition of Imam Hatip Schools, with its over – centennial accumulation, has emerged in the form of international
imam hatip high schools as a reply of our country to globalization in education. These high schools have been established in order to unionize culturally with the
people from every country in which Muslim population lives and either to see the accumulation in different geographies or to transfer ours.
These expressions in our Ministry’s “2023 Educational Vision” about Imam Hatips are very meaningful for International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools
that have started to education-teaching in 2006: “… Against the ever-increasing tendencies of associating Islam with violence in the world and increasing
existance of marginal groups, the importance of Imam Hatip High Schools have come to the forefront as a conciliator model in Turkish Educational System.
Imam Hatip Schools are among the structures-as well- that can provide solutions on behalf of our country for value crisis and uncertanities while serious
social changes have been experienced nowadays… Imam Hatip Schools’ potential of serving as a national model for another countries will increase.”
International Anatolian Imam Hatip High School Project aims at; contributing to raise religious service staff and religious education staff in Muslim countries
and in the other countries –where Muslims live, - developing educational and cultural cooperation by supporting the willing students to have religious education
before higher education.
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Historical Development of International
Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools
On the date of 16th. of November, 1993 and via the
authority confirmation approved by Nevzat AYAZ,
The Minister of National Education; in Bozyazı district
of Mersin (“İçel” during those dates); establishment
of the Anatolian Imam Hatip High School- in which
Turkish children coming from Holland and other
European countries can receive education in English- has
been decided in order to provide education for the children
of Turkish citizens who work in Western Europe Countriesespecially in Holland –and to protect their national/moral identities.
The fact that Holland government put an end to the admittance of
religious officials from Turkey as from 1997 and announced that this
service would be maintained through T.R. citizens (living in Holland) who were
interested in the subject have been efficient in taking this decision.
In 1999, for a series of purposes such as: security of benefits of our country in Balkan
States and Crimea and protection of our cognates from harmful religious trends in those
countries; fulfilment of the needs for religious officers on-site; establishing a concrete, lasting
dialogue and friendship bridge between our country and those countries - student admittance from the
mentioned countries to International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools; training them as religious officials and
enabling them to be assigned in their countries have been founded appropriate.
In this context; admittance of students as imam hatip high school prep. class students – who are graduated from educational institutions
that are equal to 8th.grade of a primary schools in our country - among the children of our cognates living in Crimea and Balkan States as well as Turkish
Citizen students living in Holland, to İçel (Mersin) Bozyazı Anatolian Imam Hatip High School have been decided through the on-site exam (the expenses
would be covered by Turkish Religious Foundation [TDV] ), and the process has been determined through the committed protocol. That the students would
be brought from Balkan States, Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, Crimea, Turkic Republics, Turks and Related Communities has been stated in article (d)
under the topic of “Mutual Provisions”.
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The school situated in Mersin-Bozyazı has been moved to
the school in Balıkesir Burhaniye- built by a benefactor
citizen. But the existing students have been transferred
to the body of İstanbul Kartal Anatolian Imam Hatip High
School because of student exiguity.
A new protocol has been signed between our Ministry
and Turkish Religious Foundation (TDV) in 2004. Within
the framework of the aforementioned protocol, bringing
students from the countries which need religious education
experience of our country, notably Turkic Republics and
Muslim countries and providing education for them in
International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools have been
decided.
In this context, International Şehit Ömer Halisdemir
(Mustafa Germirli) AIHHS in Kayseri in 2006; International
Fatih Sultan Mehmet AIHHS in İstanbul in 2011; International
Mevlana AIHHS in Konya in 2012; Pendik International AIHHS
for Girls in İstanbul-Pendik in 2015 have been established.
In 2016, International Murat Hüdavendigar AIHHS in Bursa,
Osmangazi; International Kaptan Ahmet Erdoğan AIHHS in
İstanbul, Bayrampaşa; International M.Murat Ertekin AIHHS in
Sivas; International Cevat Ülger AIHHS in Eskişehir, Tebebaşı
have been established and eventually, the number of AIHHSs
has been risen to 8.
In 2017; International IMKB AIHHS in İzmir, Seferihisar;
International Şehit Münür Alkan AIHHS in Süleymanpaşa,
Tekirdağ; International Şehit Mehmet Karaaslan AIHHS in
İstanbul, Bahçelievler; International Prof.Dr. Muhammed
Hamidullah AIHHS in Ankara, Yenimahalle; and International Milli
İrade AIHHS for Girls in Ankara, Gölbaşı have been established.
Thus, the number of the schools has been risen to 13.
The other twelve (12) schools are in project school status except
International IMKB AIHHS in İzmir Seferihisar. In International
Imam Hatip High Schools, students from over 70 countries have
been receiving education.
Bursa Osmangazi International Murat Hüdavendigar Imam Hatip High School
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Development Stages of International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools
It is possible to seperate the development stages of International Anatolian Imam Hatip High School Project into three periods:
1.

Establishment Stage:
The first one of these stages is the establishment stage covering between the years of 1993 and 2004. At this stage, structural
and institutional formations have been actualized such as the countries and number of the students and the locations of
the schools.

2.

Growth Stage:
Grow Stage covers the years between 2004-2014. At this stage, substructure problems have been solved considerably and
through a quality education, most of the students have been enabled to get higher education in the field of divinity.

3.

Quality Stage:
The third one is the quality stage, which covers the current period. At this stage, a number of studies have been made in
order to institutionalize the completed growth stage. Issuing The International Vision Document comes first in these studies
undoubtedly.
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Vision Document
The developing and changing conditions of the global world designate the needs of
individuals and the societies as well. In this context, the physical facilities of the schools,
curricula and the learning-teaching processes must be updated and administrators and
teachers must improve themselves avocationally.
In order to provide inter-school application synergy and determine a route map, “Vision
Document for Internationl Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools” has been prepared by
our Directorate General. Through this vision document, which has been prepared open
for contributions of provincial and district national education directorates, schools and
educators – qualified and sustainable education has been aimed. For preparation of the
Vision Document; the accumulations, symposiums, conferences, seminars and workshop
reports of our Directorate General have been utilized. In this context, below are The General
Purposes, Basic Principles and Fields of The Vision Document.
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General Purposes
Through the applications stated in The Vision Document – by improving the Turkish citizen
and foreign national students (in AIHHSs that apply “International Anatolian Imam Hatip
High School Project”) vocationally, academically, socially, culturally, sportively and morally –
preparing them for higher education is aimed. The establishment aim of these schools and
the purpose of the education given are:
•

•

•

•

•

To contribute to the raising of the human resource that can provide service in different
fields notably in religious education in Muslim countries and other countries in which
the Muslims live; besides, to raise individuals who can improve diplomatic relations with
Turkey.
To support the raising of the qualified individuals in the needed fields for the Muslim
societies and to develop educational and cultural cooperation between Muslim societies
within the bounds of the educational facilities of our country.
To give the students –from abroad- opportunity to get closely acquainted with TurkishIslamic culture and civilization, to make socio-cultural coherence between the societies
of different cultures, races and languages, and to contribute to the development of the
sense of brotherhood.
To set ground of educational environments for Turkish students in which they can
recognize different races, languages and cultures; to strengthen the international
relations and brotherhood bonds with Muslim societies.
To contribute to the raising of the students as individuals who recognize their own
country and civilization geography, who can make social contacts with our geography
of souls, who can develop social intimacy of their country with this geography, who
understand the world in which they live and who have broad visions.
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•

To develop mental and social abilities of the students;
to increase their academic achievement; to make them
improve socio-culturally according to their interests
and abilities.

•

To raise them as individuals who can produce addedvalue for humanity and society; who read, think, argue;
who can think strategically; who have improved social
relations; who can produce solutions for the problems
arisen between / among individuals, groups or
communities; who can acquire the knowledge without
straying from historical and geographical contexts;
who trust in himself/herself and his/her values; who
have leadership skills and universal values.

•

To raise the students coming from different geographies
and countries as individuals who are equipped in the
direction of their interests and abilities; who are highly
self-confident; and who are conscious of our civilization
values and to prepare them for the higher education.
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Basic Principles
•

•

•

•

The students coming to our country prefer this project in
order to receive quality education in Imam Hatip High School
environment. So, well-qualified presentation of both vocational
and cultural courses is essential.
To make International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools more
well-known all around the world and to introduce their purposes
and targets correctly are our priorities within the axis of educational
quality of our schools.
Knowledge, accumulation and experience sharing must be enabled
among the teachers and group leaders who work at these schools. Also,
studies are conducted to provide application synergy among teachers.
Besides the academic success of the students; raising them as individualswho recognize Islamic culture and civilization and their leading personalities, who
internalize the general morals and values of Islamic world, who have respect for human
rights and freedoms, the others’ opinions, thoughts and faiths, who have sense of compassion,
mercy, assistance and responsibility to human being and all the created things, who are aware of
the problems with which Islamic world face and have opinions on the solutions of them – is taken as a
basis.
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•

•

•

•

•
•
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The schools that apply international anatolian imam hatip high school project
cooperate with at least one university. In this cooperation, faculties of theology,
education, health, social sciences, international relations and the other related
ones are prioritized.
At these schools, by considering the 17th. article of MONE Regulation for
Educational Institutions That Apply Special Programme and Project, a “Consultative
Committee” is established. A study meeting can be held under the coordination of
Directorate General- throughout the country- once (1) a year with the presidents
of Consultative Committee and representative faculty members.
In order to utilize the financial and local opportunities in the studies conducted
at schools and to accomplish the targeted objectives, cooperations are also
done with local administrations, various universities, related state institutions and
organizations and non-governmental organizations. The budget items revealed within the scope of the applied project and programme are
procured with the related solution partners.
“Project Execution Commission”, consisting of maximum 5 people, including one (1) coordinator teacher for each category (for foreign and
Turkish students) and also the other teachers- who are approved by the school principal- is established by academic consultative committee
under the presidency of the school principal in order to coordinate that project/programme.
Project Execution Commission rooms are established apart from group teachers’ rooms within the bounds of possibilities at schools. In that
spaces; consultant academicians, coordinators and –if necessary- the students do studies.
At schools, learning environments are formed in which students play active roles. In order to perform the studies efficiently; standard
educational environments such as halls, libraries, oriental rooms, reading halls, laboratories, group study rooms, workshops, etc. are prepared.

“VISION DOCUMENT” which is prepared by our Directorate General as a route map is taken as a basis in order to develop the physical facilities, curricula
and learning processes of the schools; to ensure application synergy among schools; to increase standard and quality of education and teaching
at the national level; to provide continuity in education by upgrading and moving it forward within the context of global needs and expectations. The
stated actions have been applied in each of our schools.

Field of Model
and Original
Applications
/Projects
Performed by
Schools

Field of
Educational
Environments
and Physical
Facilities

Field of
Monitoring
and Evaluation

Field of
Teachers
and Training
Directors
Field of Values
Education,
Science, Arts,
Sports, Social
and Cultural
Activities

Field of
Academic
Development

Field of
Vocational
Development
for Students
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Student Admission

112

•

Applications of the foreign national students’ admissions for the International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools are accepted via
internet through the announcement made in virtual environment and the students are subjected to the oral and written exams in the
fields of academical success (80%) and religious knowledge (20%) by the exam boards sent from our country. The succeesful students
are admitted to the schools after the exam. Colloborations are made with our missions abroad.

•

Turkish national students are placed in accordance with central exam held within the scope of Transition to High Schools Exam (LGS),
according to the quota and point average.

•

In 2018-2019 school year, 3.514 students from 80 countries have applied, 461 students have achieved. Every year, some of the successful
students (who achieved in written and oral exams) have delay in coming to our country or their arrivals are cancelled because of
different reasons. Accordingly, the arrival procedures of these students are completed at the end of the October.

Educational Environments and Learning Processes
International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools are within the scope of Our
Ministry’s “Project Schools”. The administrators and the teachers of these
schools are chosen peculiarly and they are assigned by the Minister. In order
to enable the development of the students vocationally and academically,
various programmes have been applied in addition to the school programme
and various organizations are held to introduce them Turkish culture well.
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Guidance Services
Guidance services are needed to improve human- as a bio/psycho/
social creature-best in all aspects (involving psychologically) and to
make him/her a healthy individual; therefore, they have been essential
part of today’s modern sense of education. In this context, guidance
services are considered as an important field in all of our schools
and have special importance for the students who receive education at
International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools. In this context, preparation
studies on Action Plan for Guidance and Consultancy and Career Planning. Within
this plan, orientation process is conducted to adopt students in the short term; and
“My Family in Turkey” project is conducted to introduce Turkish culture well especially to
the International students and to make them develop their language skills in the long term.
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Turkish Language Teaching
In the first term of the 9th. grade, intensive Turkish educational programme is
applied; following the completion of the mentioned programme, the educationtraining continues in Turkish. As from 9th. grade, the year-end success average
of the students must be at least 70 out of 100 (a hundred); who can’t attain this
success, his/her scholarship (given by TDV) is cancelled.
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Country Expertness Project
Turkish citizen students attend seminars and perform
readings on social sciences and international
relations. Besides, each student makes researches
and performs readings on at least three countries.
He/She becomes specialized in one country through
making researches and studies deeply. Brotherhood
is established between him/her and one (1) foreign
national student (friend) coming from the country in
which he/she studies on and specialized in. He/She
becomes closely acquainted with the country that
falls with his/her area of expertise with that friend’s
help and support-even he/she learns some basic
sentence patterns at a level of introduction in that
local language.
Each Turkish citizen student recognizes the historical
adventure, demographic structure, regime, physical
and political geography, underground and aboveground treasures, socio-cultural structure, important
cities, educational system, security and military
structuring, etc. of the country generally he/she
works on during a year. He/She has knowledge about
the prominent leaders of that country. In time, he/she
aims at becoming specialized to the highest degree
about the country he/she studies on.
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International Seminars
In order to support multiple development of the students, a series of activities are
conducted besides the courses. One of those is international seminar study that aims at
enabling students to perform readings on history, geography, sociology and international
relations and to meet leaders of these fields.
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Continent Halls
Within the context of physical arrangements at schools-different from other schools- there must be special spaces such as continent halls in every
international school. In these halls; there are visuals, tools and country musics that belong to the countries of that continent.

THE NUMBER OF THE STUDENTS AT
INTERNATIONAL IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS

TOTAL
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International Libraries
There are students who speak seventy-four different
languages in total except for the local languages in
International Imam Hatip High Schools. In the matter of
this linguistic diversity, establishing international libraries in
each school is targeted. In this context; scientific, religious and
intellectual books in fifty-four languages have been brought in
every school.
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Language and Science Camps
One of the original studies performed at International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools is language and science camps.
At these camps, students are supported in learning and socializing entertainingly.
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Branding Studies
Branding for every school in certain fields and leading other schools in the relevant fields have
been targeted. In this context; social, scientific and academically mobile organizations have been
held at schools which would become tradition.
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International Sister-School Project
In order to form a common vision among Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools in our country and sister schools from abroad, each school must establish at
least one sister school relationship provision/country/world wide - through cooperation, experience share, recognition of common cultural heritage and
expert support.
The mentioned sister school processes have been conducted according to The Application Guide for International Sister School Project.
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International Anatolian Imam Hatip High School Weekly Course Schedule
Weekly Course Schedule

COURSES

9th. GRADE
1st.term

2nd.term

10th. 11th. 12th.
GRADE GRADE GRADE

TURKISH
TURKISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
HISTORY
T.R. REVOLUTION HISTORY
GEOGRAPHY
MATHS
PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
PHILOSOPHY
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION / VISUAL ARTS / MUSIC
HYGIENE AND TRAFFIC CULTURE
ARABIC
TOTAL
QURAN
VOCATIONAL ARABIC
BASIC RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE
PROPHETIC BIOGRAPHY (SIYER)
ISLAMIC LAW (FIQH)
EXEGETICS (TAFSIR)
HISTORY OF RELIGIONS
HADITH
AKAID (FAITH)
KALAM
RHETORIC AND VOCATIONAL PRACTICE
ISLAMIC CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION
TOTAL
TOTAL PERIOD OF OPTIONAL COURSES
GUIDANCE AND ORIENTATION
TOTAL PERIOD OF COURSES
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Consultative Committee
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
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By considering the 17th. article of Regulation on
Educational Institutions That Apply MONE Special
Programme and Project, “Consultative Commitee”
is established. It consists of school principal, two
members from among the graduates chosen by
school’s alumni association/foundation (if available), at
least two (2) faculty members or field experts (artists)
who are related to the conducted project and the
given education at school-regarding their fields, legal
representative of the person or the organizations
who lended their names to school –if any- the legal
representative of the party with whom the protocol
is made, head of parent-teacher association board,
student representative of the school, an assistant
principal and the project coordinator determined by
the school principal.
In Consultative Committee; [within the context of the
school’s environmental facilities and the cooperation
among The Directorate General, Provincial/District
Directorate of National Education or school headship
and universities /faculties, official and private institutions and NGOs – according to the conducted programme/project- scientists (for their
expertness), profession experts, experts, academicians, artists and sportsmen are included, too.
School principal is the head of Consultative Committee. An appropriate working space can be determined for this committee at school and
it can carry out its works there.
Willer schools can also establish “Scientific Board” in order to conduct broader studies, to enrich the students within academical field andconcordantly- to make original projects – apart from The Consultative Committee. This board mainly consists of academicians and field
experts, and chairperson is chosen among the board members. In working principles of this board, these implementing procedures and
fundamentals are considered basically.
Consultative Committee contributes to the conduction of the vision documents determinated by Directorate General and program’s/project’s
implementing fundamentals- conducted at school- without delay and by giving the required scientific support.
The board gathers at the start midst and end of the school year under the presidency of chairperson three times a year. If required,
extraordinary meetings and negotiations can be held apart from the ordinary meetings to discuss certain matters.
With coordination of Directorate General, countrywide working meetings can be held with chairpersons of Consultative Committee and
representative faculty members once (1) a year.
In order to carry out the studies effectively (for the educational institution), the matter of establishment of commissions and study groups
can be assessed to help the committee in its studies if it is necessary.

Lodging and Scholarship
In International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools (Project Schools);
educational, food and accomodation expenses of the students are
covered by Our Ministry; other expenses (transportation, socio-cultural
activities, health, clothing, etc.) are covered by Turkish Religious Foundation.
In Programme Schools; educational, food and accomodation expenses of
students are covered by Our Ministry; other expenses are covered by students’
families and local institutions/organizations with whom the schools are cooperated.
Search for finding different sources for their scholarships, particularly in programme
schools, has been continuing.
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Cooperation
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•

In order to utilize financial and local opportunities and to achieve the targeted objectives in conducted studies at schools, cooperations
are also formed with various universities, related state institutions and organizations, non-governmental organizations and local
administrations, too. The budget items revealed within the scope of the applied project and programme are procured with the related
solution partners.

•

In this context, each of our schools has signed cooperation agreement with at least one university

Settlement and Employment in Higher Education
•

275 students have been graduated from International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools in 2018-2019 school year, 1531 foreign national
students have been graduated from that schools since the beginning of the project. Approximately 25% of the graduates prefer
theology faculties, 75% of them prefer other higher education institutions. Students who prefer theology faculties continue their
education lives having scholarships through Turkish Religious Foundation (TDV) after high school graduation; other students apply for
the “Turkey Scholarships” conducted by The Presidency for Turks Abroad and Related Communities.

•

Within the context of “International Anatolian Imam Hatip High School Project”, which is a special one, - the fact that the students who
receive education at those schools continue their education at the universities in our country and then go back to their own countries
– is the complementary factor of the project and it is highly important in this respect.
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To Ensure the Students’ Return to Their Own Countries and Employment
Bringing the students to our country, and after providing training for them; to ensure their return to their own countries;
and finally to make them produce added-value there have been aimed. In respect to this, Guidance-Consultancy and Career
Planning Action Plan preparations have been made.
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International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools
School Information
I.no.

Province

District

1

Bursa

Osmangazi

2

Eskişehir

Tepebaşı

3

İstanbul

Fatih

4

İstanbul

Bayrampaşa

5

İstanbul

Pendik

6

Kayseri

Kocasinan

7

Konya

Selçuklu

8

Sivas

Merkez

9

Ankara

Yenimahalle

10

Ankara

Gölbaşı

11

Tekirdağ

Süleymanpaşa

12

İzmir

Seferihisar

13

İstanbul

Bahçelievler

Name of School

International Murat
Hüdavendigar AIHHS
International Cevat Ülger
AIHHS
International Fatih Sultan
Mehmet AIHHS
International Kaptan Ahmet
Erdoğan AIHHS
International Pendik AIHHS for
Girls
International Şehit Ömer
Halisdemir AIHHS
International Mevlana AIHHS
International Şehit M. Murat
Ertekin AIHHS
International Prof. Dr.
Muhammet Hamidullah AIHHS
International Milli İrade AIHHS
International Şehit Münür
Alkan AIHHS
International Seferihisar IMKB
AIHHS
International Şehit Mehmet
Karaaslan AIHHS

Year of
Starting
Education

Partner
Institution

2016

TRF
(Turkish
Religious
Foundation)

2016

---

2011

TRF

2016

TRF

2015

TRF

2006

TRF

2012

TRF

2016

TRF

2017

TRF

2017

---

2017

---

2017

---

2017

TRF
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International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools
Workshops, Symposiums and Meetings Held
I.no.

Performed Study

1

IAIHHS
Evaluation,
Consultation and
Planning Meeting

2

IAIHHS
Evaluation,
Consultation and
Planning Meeting

Place and Date
of Study

Participants / Descriptions

-

07/31st./2017

Bursa

-

1 02.21
Bursa

-

-

IAIHHS ith Its
Mission That Offers
Fraternity Model
And Constructs The
Future themed
IAIHHSs Student
Symposium on
om Seven
Regions to Seven
Countries

-

1-21.
021

-

Bursa

-

4
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5

IAIHHS Vision
Document, Quality
Follow-up System
and Planning
Workshop
Quality and Future
Vision, Consultation
and Evaluation
Meeting

13.09.2017
Bursa

04.01.2017
Bursa

-

Representatives of DGfRT (DOGM)
Turkish Educational Foundation,
Presidency for Turks Abroad and Related Communities,
Turkish Religious Foundation,
Directorate of Religious Affairs, Directorate General for External
Relations
Representatives of DGfRT (DOGM)
Prof.Dr. İrfan AYCAN (Former General Director of Directorate General
for Religious Teaching)
School Principals of 1 IAIHHS
Participants: Representatives of DGfRT (DOGM) and Turkish Religious
Foundation, students who submit notices and their consultant
teachers from schools, moderator academicians, international
students from over seventy (70)countries.
Summary: schools from international anatolian imam hatip high
schools have made applications for the symposium that consists of 11
sessions, 162 rescript summaries have been sent. In cooperation with
Uudağ Uiversity, under the presidency of Assistant.Prof.Mustafa
ÖCAL, Chairperson of International Murad Hüdavendigar Anatolian
Imam Hatip High School Academic Board, 162 rescript summaries
have been examined, 37 of them have been found successful to be
presented at the symposium
At the end of the symposium that has lasted for 2 days, the students
have made their presentations under the presidency of teachers from
various faculties- notably Uludağ University, Faculty of Theology.
Symposium sessions and moderators: Ist. session: Religious Education
Overview. Moderator: Mustafa YILDIZ, IInd.session:Religious Education
in Islamic countries (I), Moderator:Assistan Prof.Turgay GÜNDÜZ,
IIIrd.session: Religious Education in Islamic countries (II),
Moderator:Veysi KAYA,IVth.session:Religious Education in Turkey:Imam
Hatip High Schools,Moderator:Prof.Dr. İsmail GÜLER, Vth.session:Islam
and Fraternity, Moderator:Associate Professor İbrahim KESKİN,
VIth.session:The Role of International Anatolian Imam Hatip High
Schools in Formation of Cultural Cooperation Among Islamic
Countries, Moderator:Associate Professor Basri ÖCALAN,
VIIth.session:The World of Science and Youth,
Moderator:Prof.Dr.Ahmet Saim KILAVUZ, VIIIth.session:Islamic Culture
and Civilization,Moderator:Prof.Dr.Ahmet
APAK,IXth.session:Constructions Affecting Islamic
Community,Moderator:Assistan Prof.Murat YURTSEVER, Xth.
Session:International AIHHS From The Tongue of Graduates,
Moderator:Assistant Prof.Mustafa ÖCAL.
Evaluation Session:Prof.Dr.Halis AYHAN, Prof.Dr. Mehmet Akif
KILAVUZ,Prof.Dr.Ahmet HÖKELEKLİ, Mustafa YILDIZ.
Representatives of DGfRT (DOGM) School principals from each school,
assistant principals responsible for student hostel, group leader of Turkish
course, school counselor, Execution Coordinator for Vision Document

-

Representatives of DGfRT (DOGM)
School Principals of 8 IAIHHS

DIRECTORATE GENERAL
FOR RELIGIOUS TEACHING

http://dogm.meb.gov.tr
http://dinogretimi.meb.gov.tr
http://dinogretimiokullar.meb.gov.tr
http://dogm.eba.gov.tr
Ministry of National Education
Directorate General for Religious Teaching
Beşevler Kampüsü F Blok
Yenimahalle /ANKARA
Tel 413 25 89 / 413 35 35 / 413 25 92
dogm@meb.gov.tr

